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Abstract
As multicore systems become widespread, both software and hardware face a major challenge in effi-
ciently exploiting and implementing parallelism. While shared-memory remains a popular programming
model due to its global address space, it is plagued with undisciplined programming practices that allow
implicit communication and unstructured non-determinism. Such “wild” shared-memory behavior not
only makes it difficult to test and maintain software but also complicates hardware, preventing it from
scaling in a power-efficient manner. Recent research has proposed replacing the wild shared-memory
programming models with a more disciplined approach.
The DeNovo project asks the following question: if software is more disciplined, can we build more
power-, performance-, and complexity-efficient shared-memory hardware? Focusing on deterministic
programs as a discipline to drive DeNovo, we first show that coherence and communication can be
made much simpler and more efficient than the current state of the art. The resulting protocol is with-
out transient states, invalidation traffic, directory sharer-lists, or false sharing - all significant sources
of inefficiencies in existing protocols. Widening the software space further, we then show how DeNovo
can support software with disciplined non-determinism without giving up its benefits for deterministic
programs. The remaining challenge is to support synchronization accesses that are inherently “racy” on
DeNovo without writer-initiated invalidation. We show that arbitrary synchronization can be supported
on DeNovo with a simple yet efficient hardware mechanism, a big step toward our eventual goal of sup-
porting legacy programs. Finally, we explore the potential for a comprehensive coherence solution that
merges all previous DeNovo coherence mechanisms and adaptively switches between them depending
on the level of “discipline” of software.
In summary, DeNovo shows the potential for commercially viable software-driven shared-memory
systems with higher complexity-, performance-, and energy-efficiency than today’s software-oblivious
hardware.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Shared-memory remains the most widely used programming model among multicore programmers and
is the de facto model provided by multicore hardware. Despite the advantage of its global address
space, shared-memory programs are known to be difficult to debug and maintain [80], mainly because of
unstructured parallel control, data races, and ubiquitous non-determinism. At the same time, providing
hardware cache coherence and consistency that can scale in a power-efficient manner to hundreds of
cores for such a software model is also a significant challenge. Directory-based cache coherence protocols
are notoriously complex to verify [2] and hard to scale, and they remain an active area of research
(e.g., [52, 86, 103, 128, 130, 126]). More fundamentally, despite decades of research, it has been difficult
to define an acceptable memory semantics (the memory model) for current popular systems, resulting
in a call for rethinking current languages and hardware [5].
The DeNovo project takes the view that these problems are not inherent to a global address space
paradigm. Instead, they occur due to undisciplined programming models that use arbitrary reads and
writes for implicit and unstructured communication and synchronization. Such “wild” shared-memory
behaviors undermine the efficiencies that can be achieved through parallelism. These unstructured par-
allel programming practices not only make it difficult to test and maintain software but also complicate
hardware, preventing it from scaling in a performance- and power-efficient manner.
There has been much recent research on “disciplined” shared-memory programming models that
address the above software problems with explicit and structured parallelism, synchronization, and
communication (e.g., [47, 27, 22, 76, 13, 99, 11, 17, 50, 23, 24]). Although the details vary, they all
share the goal of “making parallel programming easier and safer” and expose metadata about program
structures and memory access patterns (either automatically extracted or provided by programmers)
to prove the desirable properties of programs. The DeNovo project believes that the evolving software
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landscape represents a unique opportunity for a new multicore architecture paradigm, and asks the
following question: if software becomes more disciplined, can we build a more performance-, power-,
and complexity-efficient shared-memory hardware? The DeNovo project shows that disciplined shared-
memory programming models can drive a holistic rethinking of the multicore memory hierarchy.
We apply such a software-driven approach strategically fist to constrained software and then widen
the space to include more general software. Figure 1.1 summarizes our approach. The key insight is
“separating concerns” for software as shown in the top portion of the diagram. We first distinguish
memory accesses based on whether the access is for data (non-synchronization) or for synchronization
(determined by whether it is involved in a race or not [43]). Then, for data accesses, we distinguish
between deterministic and non-deterministic data accesses (defined in Sections 2.1 and 3.1). The dis-
tinction between the different access classes comes from knowledge provided by disciplined software.
The table in the middle then summarizes how the three DeNovo systems discussed in Chapters 2, 3,
and 4 address each access class with a different set of software assumptions, execution semantics, and
hardware design decisions.
The strategy not only allows us to isolate what is really important to implement in hardware and
what can be obtained from software but also helps to maintain the additional hardware support required
minimal for every extension. Therefore, the DeNovo system has evolved from greatly simplifying the
hardware by focusing first on deterministic codes to seamlessly adding support for non-deterministic
codes and racy synchronization accesses without compromising the performance and simplicity advan-
tages of the original system. Finally, for future work, we propose DeNovoAll which merges all DeNovo
systems and presents a comprehensive shared-memory coherence solution for software with different
levels of discipline.
1.1 Contributions
In this section, we introduce different DeNovo systems on their evolving paths in terms of the supported
software scope and describe the design and contribution of each system in detail.
DeNovoD: Support for Deterministic Codes:1 There has recently been a surge in software research
1I co-led this work with my colleagues, Byn Choi and Rakesh Komuravelli. I contributed to the overall design, imple-
mentation, and evaluation of the protocol. This work also appears in Rakesh Komuravelli’s Ph.D. thesis.
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Figure 1.1: Assumptions and constraints for DeNovoD, DeNovoND, and DeNovoSync.
to make it easier to debug, test, and maintain parallel programs with more disciplined shared-memory
programming models [47, 27, 22, 76, 13, 99, 41, 11, 17, 23, 24]. DeNovoD [38] in Chapter 2 2 concerns the
first step of the DeNovo hardware driven by such disciplined programming models. We use Deterministic
Parallel Java (DPJ) [23] as an exemplar disciplined language to drive the DeNovoD hardware design.
With DeNovoD, we aim to show that shared-memory hardware can be made much simpler and more
efficient by exploiting safety guarantees and memory access information provided by disciplined software.
DeNovoD focuses on supporting deterministic codes that produce the same external output for a
given input. Determinism is a common execution semantics for many computational algorithms, includ-
ing scientific computing, encryption/decryption, and compiler and program analysis. DeNovoD assumes
disciplined deterministic programs with (1) nested fork-join parallelism where concurrent “tasks” are
generated at the beginning of a parallel construct and synchronized at an implicit barrier at the end,
and (2) no conflicting memory accesses from such concurrent tasks (data-race-freedom). The data-race-
2This work was called DeNovo in previous papers, but for clarity, we refer to it as DeNovoD in this thesis and use
DeNovo collectively for the whole project and all three systems.
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freedom guarantee combined with structured parallel control enables DeNovoD to provide coherence for
deterministic memory accesses simply by self-invalidating stale data in caches at explicit synchronization
boundaries. To identify which data is potentially stale and needs to be invalidated, DeNovoD assumes
that disciplined software provides information on which memory locations will be read or written in a
given parallel construct. Such self-invalidations remove the need for a hardware directory to track sharer
lists and to send invalidations and acknowledgments on writes. In addition, the data-race-freedom guar-
antee eliminates conflicting data accesses from concurrent tasks and corresponding transient states in
coherence protocols, eliminating a major source of complexity. For synchronization, DeNovoD assumes
that barriers are supported with special hardware.
Specifically, DeNovoD’s protocol has the following advantages compared to conventional directory-
based protocols: (1) the implementation has no transient states and thus is much easier to verify
(verification is an order of magnitude faster) and much easier to extend (incorporating optimizations did
not introduce any protocol state changes); (2) DeNovoD does not rely on writer-induced invalidations,
so it eliminates invalidation message traffic and does not require storage overhead for sharer lists in
directories, removing a key source of unscalability; and (3) DeNovoD maintains coherence states at the
granularity at which data is shared and thus does not suffer from false sharing (the added state overhead
is much smaller than the reduced directory state). Overall, DeNovoD performs about the same as or
better than MESI for a range of deterministic applications with up to 77% improved memory stall time
and up to 71% reduced network traffic [38], which can be translated into significant energy savings.
DeNovoND: Support for Disciplined Non-Determinism:3 There are many common codes that
are non-deterministic or contain parts that are non-deterministic, most commonly through lock syn-
chronization. For commercial hardware to exploit the benefits of DeNovo, it is imperative that we
develop techniques to support non-deterministic codes with performance that at least matches that of
conventional systems, without losing the benefits of DeNovoD.
Continuing the software-driven design approach, DeNovoND [119, 120], addressed in in Chapter 3,
focuses on extending DeNovoD for deterministic codes to support disciplined non-deterministic codes
as well. While DeNovoND still assumes that parallelism is expressed only through fork-join parallel
3Although this is joint work with my colleague Rakesh Komuravelli, I led the work and was responsible for the signature-
based protocol design, implementation, and evaluation.
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constructs, it permits codes to produce non-deterministic output for a given input by allowing conflicting
accesses from concurrent tasks in isolated code sections. We assume disciplined languages (with DPJ [24]
as an exemplar language), which ensure that potential non-determinism in software is allowed only when
it is explicitly requested with proper annotations (more details are given in Chapter 3). DeNovoND
assumes (1) a special instruction tag to distinguish non-deterministic accesses from deterministic accesses
and (2) critical sections with locks for isolating non-determinism, where the same lock is used to protect
conflicting accesses to a given location.
As for the hardware implementation of DeNovoND, we show that modest extensions to DeNovoD
can allow this form of non-determinism without sacrificing its advantages. The key insight is to use
small and simple hardware Bloom filters as signatures to track and communicate only non-deterministic
accesses across explicit lock transfers. The locks themselves are implemented in hardware using ideas
similar to distributed queue-based locks or QOSB [48], without requiring sharer’s lists and invalidation
messages.
Overall, DeNovoND retains the advantages of DeNovoD while significantly expanding the class of
programs that it supports without compromising performance. For data accesses, no new externally
visible states are added; the only support needed is a signature per core and the ability to transfer it to
the next acquirer and use it for self-invalidation at subsequent reads. We continue to have no directories,
no invalidations, and no false sharing. DeNovoND provides comparable or better performance than
MESI for several applications designed for lock synchronization, and shows 33% less network traffic on
average, implying potential energy savings [119].
DeNovoSync: Support for Arbitrary Synchronization Accesses: DeNovoD and DeNovoND
focus on providing coherence and consistency for deterministic and non-deterministic data accesses,
while assuming barrier synchronization with special hardware support [38] and disciplined locks with
a special queue-based lock implementation [119]. However, for widespread adoption, DeNovo hardware
must be able to support arbitrary synchronization beyond barriers and disciplined locks. The challenge
is that synchronization accesses are inherently “racy” and depend on writer-initiated invalidation for a
cached reader to see a new value. Unlike race-free data accesses for which DeNovo’s reader-initiated self-
invalidations work well with known software information and guarantees, racy synchronization accesses
do not have any a priori knowledge of when a value may be updated.
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In Chapter 4, we propose a simple and efficient mechanism, DeNovoSync, to support synchronization
accesses on DeNovo without affecting any of its advantages. DeNovoSync makes one assumption about
the software that it obeys the standard data-race-free memory model adopted by C++, Java, and other
languages [84, 25] that define sequentially consistent semantics for data-race-free programs. The data-
race-free memory model requires a distinction between data and non-data (synchronization) accesses
and ensuring that data accesses are ordered by the happens-before relation. The distinction between
data and synchronization accesses allows DeNovoSync to focus on providing sequential consistency for
synchronization accesses and supporting arbitrary synchronizations, while coherence for data accesses
is supported by mechanisms previously proposed for DeNovoD/DeNovoND.
For the sequentially consistent execution of synchronization accesses, we serialize synchronization
reads and writes by enforcing both reads and writes to acquire ownership at the directory. For many-
reader cases where this simple solution will suffer from ping-ponging the synchronization variable among
caches, we use a hardware backoff solution that uses coherence protocol transitions to detect when there
are concurrent readers and attempts to delay synchronization reads.
The resulting DeNovoSync protocol shows a 26% reduction in execution time and a 50% reduction
in network traffic on average, with synchronization microbenchmarks representing a variety of non-
blocking data structures and synchronization constructs. For the applications we studied, DeNovoSync
provides comparable performance (4% better) and reduces traffic by 26% on average, except for one
application [118].
1.2 Long-Term Impact
The global address space provided by the shared-memory programming model simplifies many aspects
of parallel programming. Unfortunately, the hardware coherence protocols and consistency models re-
quired to provide the illusion of a single global address space are becoming increasingly complex and
inefficient. Some researchers have stated that hardware advances built upon (mostly) conventional hard-
ware protocols will be sufficient to meet the complexity-, performance-, and energy-efficiency challenges
of future systems. This would certainly have the least disruptive impact on the existing software base.
Unfortunately, it is not (yet) clear whether a hardware-only solution will be viable (e.g., [30, 68, 61]).
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The DeNovo project adopts a combined hardware-software approach. Such an approach can be
risky because it is motivated by a predicted evolution of software. If successful, however, it has the
potential for a very high payoff because it holistically rethinks the memory hierarchy from the ground
up, driven entirely by software requirements, eliminating needless complexity, performance, and power
inefficiencies.
For the DeNovo vision to succeed, the class of programs that can be supported should not be limited
to a “disciplined” subset of software. Driven by the key insight regarding the need to separate concerns
for racy vs. non-racy accesses and those for deterministic vs. non-deterministic non-racy accesses, our
proposed mechanisms successfully reinforce the validity of the approach, and we show its potential for
a general-purpose shared-memory solution. We believe that there is significant momentum from the
software community to embrace the types of discipline we seek. The standard data-race-free memory
model adopted by modern languages [84, 25] guides programmers to write data-race-free programs by
providing sequentially consistent semantics only for them. We can run any data-race-free software on
DeNovoSync and improve performance further with DeNovoD and DeNovoND for disciplined software
with metadata.
We do not expect that all software will become disciplined or that legacy codes will not need to be
supported. We propose future work to explore an adaptive coherence solution for software with different
levels of discipline, including legacy codes.
1.3 Organization
The following chapter proposes and evaluates DeNovoD for disciplined deterministic codes. Chapter 3
proposes and evaluates how DeNovoND extends DeNovoD, described in Chapter 2, to support disciplined
non-deterministic codes while maintaining all the benefits of the original DeNovoD. Chapter 4 proposes
and evaluates DeNovoSync, an efficient hardware mechanism to support synchronization accesses on
DeNovo. DeNovoSync presents a major step toward DeNovo as a comprehensive coherence solution, as
it significantly relaxes software requirements for any data-race-free software with distinctions for data
and synchronization accesses.4 Chapter 5 discusses previous work that is closely related to the DeNovo
4Most of the text in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 is taken from the original publications [38], [119], and [118], respectively.
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systems presented in this thesis. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the work and outlines future work.
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Chapter 2
DeNovoD: Rethinking the Mem-
ory Hierarchy for Disciplined Deter-
minism
Recent research on disciplined shared-memory programming models has focused on making parallel pro-
gramming safer and more tractable with explicit and structured communication and synchronization
and safety guarantees [47, 27, 22, 105, 76, 13, 99, 11, 17, 50, 23, 24]. We believe that this evolution
in the software landscape represents a unique opportunity for a new multicore architecture paradigm.
This chapter concerns DeNovoD [38], the first step of the DeNovo hardware project that asks following
the question: if software becomes more disciplined, can we build a more performance-, power-, and
complexity-scalable hardware? In this chapter, we focus on deterministic codes for three reasons. (1)
There is a growing view that deterministic algorithms will be common, at least in client-side comput-
ing [8]. (2) Focusing on these codes allows us to investigate the “best case”; i.e., the potential gain
from exploiting strong discipline. (3) These investigations will form a basis on which we develop the
extensions needed for other classes of codes; in particular, disciplined non-determinism and synchro-
nization races as addressed in the following chapters. With DeNovoD, we aim to show that hardware
coherence can be made much simpler and more efficient than conventional hardware protocols by ex-
ploiting the data-race-freedom guarantee and knowledge about deterministic memory accesses provided
by disciplined software.
2.1 Software Assumptions
Figure 2.1 summarizes our software assumptions and execution semantics for disciplined deterministic
codes.
1. Parallelism patterns: We assume that parallelism is expressed through a nested fork-join
structure with an implicit barrier at the join in disciplined software. Such a parallel construct
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Figure 2.1: Software assumptions and execution semantics for DeNovoD.
divides a program into a series of potentially nested “phases.” We use the term “phase” to refer
to the execution of all tasks created by a single parallel construct.
2. Conflicting accesses: We assume that there are no conflicting accesses among parallel tasks
in a phase; i.e., that the program is data-race-free.
3. Execution semantics: Disciplined languages ensure at compile or run time that software
obeys the above assumptions about structured parallelism and data-race-freedom. Such software
produces deterministic results on DeNovoD; i.e., the same externally visible results in all executions
with a particular input (Section 2.1.1 provides more details).
2.1.1 DPJ for Disciplined Determinism
As an example of a disciplined language with the above properties, we use Deterministic Parallel Java
(DPJ) [23, 24] to drive our software-hardware co-design approach. We assume only type-checked deter-
ministic DPJ programs or its equivalent can run on DeNovoD.
DPJ is an extension to Java that enforces deterministic-by-default semantics via compile-time type
checking. DPJ provides a new type and effect system for expressing important patterns of deterministic
and non-deterministic parallelism in imperative, object-oriented programs. Non-deterministic behavior
can only be obtained via certain explicit constructs. For a program that does not use such constructs,
DPJ guarantees that if the program is well-typed, any two parallel tasks are non-interfering, i.e., do not
have conflicting accesses. While [23] allows disciplined behaviors only for deterministic data accesses,
[24] later extends [23] to support disciplined non-determinism. In this section, we focus on how [23]
guarantees data-race-freedom for deterministic codes first.
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DPJ’s parallel tasks are iterations of an explicitly parallel foreach loop or statements within a
cobegin block; they synchronize through an implicit barrier at the end of the loop or block. Parallel
control flow thus follows a scoped, nested, fork-join structure, which simplifies the use of explicit coher-
ence actions in DeNovoD at fork/join points. This structure defines a natural ordering of the tasks, as
well as an obvious definition (omitted here) of when two tasks are “concurrent”. It implies an obvious
sequential equivalent of the parallel program (for replaces foreach and cobegin is simply ignored).
DPJ guarantees that the result of a parallel execution is the same as the sequential equivalent.
In a DPJ program, the programmer assigns every object field or array element to a named “region”
and annotates every method with read or write “effects” summarizing the regions read or written by
that method (a region can be non-contiguous in memory). The compiler checks that (i) all program
operations are type safe in the region type system; (ii) a method’s effect summaries are a superset of
the actual effects in the method body; and (iii) that no two parallel statements interfere (conflict). The
effect summaries on method interfaces allow all these checks to be performed without interprocedural
analysis. A type checked program is guaranteed determinism by default; i.e., the execution appears to
occur in the sequential order implied by the program. DPJ [23] has been evaluated on a wide range
of deterministic parallel programs. The results show that DPJ can express a wide range of realistic
parallel algorithms, and that well-tuned DPJ programs exhibit good performance.
In the following sections, we describe how such safety guarantee, structured parallel control, and the
regions and effect information enable the hardware to significantly simplify coherence protocol design.
2.2 DeNovoD Coherence and Consistency
A shared-memory design must first and foremost ensure that a read returns the correct value, where
the definition of “correct” comes from the memory consistency model. Modern systems divide this
responsibility between two parts: (i) cache coherence, and (ii) various memory ordering constraints.
These are arguably among the most complex and hard to scale aspects of shared-memory hierarchy
design. Disciplined models enable mechanisms that are potentially simpler and more efficient to achieve
this function.
The deterministic parts of our software have semantics corresponding to those of the equivalent
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sequential program. A read should therefore simply return the value of the last write to the same
location that is before it in the deterministic sequential program order. This write either comes from
the reader’s own task (if such a write exists) or from a task preceding the reader’s task, since there
can be no conflicting accesses concurrent with the reader (two accesses are concurrent if they are from
concurrent tasks). In contrast, conventional (software-oblivious) cache coherence protocols assume that
writes and reads to the same location can happen concurrently, resulting in significant complexity and
inefficiency.
To describe the DeNovoD protocol, we first assume that the coherence granularity and address/
communication granularity are the same. That is, the data size for which coherence state is maintained
is the same as the data size corresponding to an address tag in the cache and the size communicated
on a demand miss. This is typically the case for MESI protocols, where the cache line size (e.g., 64
bytes) serves as the address, communication, and coherence granularity. For DeNovoD, the coherence
granularity is dictated by the granularity at which data-race-freedom is ensured – a word for our
applications. Thus, this assumption constrains the cache line size. We henceforth refer to this as
the word based version of our protocol. We relax this assumption in Section 2.2.3, where we decouple
the address/communication and coherence granularities and also enable sub-word coherence granularity.
Without loss of generality, throughout we assume private and writeback L1 caches, a shared last-
level on-chip L2 cache inclusive of only the modified lines in any L1, a single (multicore) processor
chip system, and no task migration. The ideas here extend in an obvious way to deeper hierarchies
with multiple private and/or cluster caches and multi-chip multiprocessors, and task migration can be
accommodated with appropriate self-invalidations before migration.
2.2.1 DeNovoD with Equal Address/Communication and Coherence Granularity
DeNovoD eliminates the drawbacks of conventional directory protocols as follows.
No directory storage or write invalidation overhead: In conventional directory protocols, a
write acquires ownership of a line by invalidating all other copies, to ensure later reads get the updated
value. The directory achieves this by tracking all current sharers and invalidating them on a write,
incurring significant storage and invalidation traffic overhead. In particular, straightforward bit vector
implementations of sharer lists are not scalable. Several techniques have been proposed to reduce this
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overhead, but typically pay a price in significant increase in complexity and/or incurring unnecessary
invalidations when the directory overflows. DeNovoD eliminates these overheads by removing the need
for invalidation on a write. Data-race-freedom ensures there is no other writer or reader for that line
in this parallel phase. DeNovoD need only ensure that (i) outdated cache copies are invalidated before
the next phase, and (ii) readers in later phases know where to get the new data.
For (i), each cache simply uses the known write effects of the current phase to invalidate its outdated
data before the next phase begins. The compiler inserts self-invalidation instructions for each region
with these write effects (we describe how regions are conveyed and represented below). Each L1 cache
invalidates its data that belongs to these regions with the following exception. Any data that the cache
has read or written in this phase is known to be up-to-date since there cannot be concurrent writers. We
therefore augment each line with a “touched” bit that is set on a read. A self-invalidation instruction
does not invalidate a line with a set touched bit or that was last written by this core (indicated by the
registered state as discussed below); the instruction resets the touched bit in preparation for the next
phase.
For (ii), DeNovoD requires that on a write, a core register itself at (i.e., inform) the shared L2 cache.
The L2 data banks serve as the registry. An entry in the L2 data bank either keeps the identity of an
L1 that has the up-to-date data (registered state) or the data itself (valid state) – a data bank entry
is never required to keep both pieces of information since an L1 cache registers itself in precisely the
case where the L2 data bank does not have the up-to-date data. Thus, DeNovoD entails zero overhead
for directory (registry) storage. Henceforth, we use the term L2 cache and registry interchangeably.
We also note that because the L2 does not need sharer lists, it is natural to not maintain inclusion
in the L2 for lines that are not registered by another L1 cache – the registered lines do need space in
the L2 to track the L1 id that registered them.
No transient states: The DeNovoD protocol has three states in the L1 and L2 – registered, valid,
and invalid – with obvious meaning. (The touched bit mentioned above is local to its cache and
irrelevant to external coherence transactions.) Although textbook descriptions of conventional directory
protocols also describe 3 to 5 states (e.g., MSI) [56], it is well-known that they contain many hidden
transient states due to races, making them notoriously complex and difficult to verify [2, 115, 124]. For
example, considering a simple MSI protocol, a cache may request ownership, the directory may forward
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the request to the current owner, and another cache may request ownership while all of these messages
are still outstanding. Proper handling of such a race requires introduction of transient states into the
cache and/or directory transition tables.
DeNovoD, in contrast, is a true 3-state protocol with no transient states, since it assumes race-free
software. The only possible races are related to writebacks. As discussed below, these races either have
limited scope or are similar to those that occur in uniprocessors. They can be handled in straightforward
ways, without transient protocol states (described below).
The full protocol: Table 2.1 shows the L1 and L2 state transitions and events for the full protocol.
Note the lack of transient states in the caches.
Read requests to the L1 (from L1’s core) are straightforward – accesses to valid and registered state
are hits and accesses to invalid state generate miss requests to the L2. A read miss does not have to
leave the L1 cache in a pending or transient state – since there are no concurrent conflicting accesses
(and hence no invalidation requests), the L1 state simply stays invalid for the line until the response
comes back.
For a write request to the L1, unlike a conventional protocol, there is no need to get a “permission-
to-write” since this permission is implicitly given by the software race-free guarantee. If the cache does
not already have the line registered, it must issue a registration request to the L2 to notify that it has
the current up-to-date copy of the line and set the registry state appropriately. Since there are no races,
the write can immediately set the state of the cache to registered, without waiting for the registration
request to complete. Thus, there is no transient or pending state for writes either.
The pending read miss and registration requests are simply monitored in the processor’s request
buffer, just like those of other reads and writes for a single core system. Thus, although the request
buffer technically has transient states, these are not visible to external requests – external requests only
see stable cache states. The request buffer also ensures that its core’s requests to the same location
are serialized to respect uniprocessor data dependencies, similar to a single core implementation (e.g.,
with MSHRs). The memory model requirements are met by ensuring that all pending requests from
the core complete by the end of this parallel phase (or at least before the next conflicting access in the
next parallel phase).
The L2 transitions are also straightforward except for writebacks which require some care. A read
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Readi Writei Readk Registerk Response for Readi Writeback
Invalid Update tag; Go to Registered; Nack to core k Reply to core k If tag match, Ignore
Read miss to L2; Reply to core i; go to V alid and
Writeback Register request to L2; load data;
if needed Write data; Reply to core i
Writeback if needed
V alid Reply to core i Go to Registered; Send data to core k Go to Invalid; Reply to core i Ignore
Reply to core i; Reply to core k
Register request to L2
Registered Reply to core i Reply to core i Reply to core k Go to Invalid; Reply to core i Go to Valid;
Reply to core k Writeback
(a) L1 cache of core i. Readi = read from core i, Readk = read from another core k (forwarded by the registry).
Read miss from core i Register request from core i Read response from Writeback from core i
memory for core i
Invalid Update tag; Go to Registeredi; If tag match, Reply to core i;
Read miss to memory; Reply to core i; go to V alid and load data; Generate reply for pending
Writeback if needed Writeback if needed Send data to core i writeback to core i
V alid Data to core i Go to Registeredi; X X
Reply to core i
Registeredj Forward to core j; Forward to core j; X if i==j,
Done Done go to V alid and load data;
Reply to core i;
Cancel any pending
Writeback to core i
(b) L2 cache.
Table 2.1: Baseline DeNovoD cache coherence protocol for (a) private L1 and (b) shared L2 caches.
Self-invalidation and touched bits are not shown here since these are local operations as described in
the text. Request buffers (MSHRs) are not shown since they are similar to single core systems.
or registration request to data that is invalid or valid at the L2 invokes the obvious response. For a
request for data that is registered by an L1, the L2 forwards the request to that L1 and updates its
registration id if needed. For a forwarded registration request, the L1 always acknowledges the requestor
and invalidates its own copy. If the copy is already invalid due to a concurrent writeback by the L1, the
L1 simply acknowledges the original requestor and the L2 ensures that the writeback is not accepted
(by noting that it is not from the current registrant). For a forwarded read request, the L1 supplies
the data if it has it. If it no longer has the data (because it issued a concurrent writeback), then it
sends a negative acknowledgment (nack) to the original requestor, which simply resends the request to
the L2. Because of race-freedom, there cannot be another concurrent write, and so no other concurrent
writeback, to the line. Thus, the nack eventually finds the line in the L2, without danger of any deadlock
or livelock. The only somewhat less straightforward interaction is when both the L1 and L2 caches want
to writeback the same line concurrently, but this race also occurs in uniprocessors.
Example: Figure 2.2 illustrates the above concepts. Figure 2.2(a) shows a code fragment with parallel
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Code with DeNovoD regions and self-invalidations and (b) cache state after phase 1
self-invalidations and direct cache-to-cache communication with flexible granularity at the beginning of
phase 2. Xi represents S[i].X. Ci in L2 cache means the word is registered with Core i. Initially, all
lines in the caches are in valid state.
phases accessing an array, S, of structs with three fields each, X, Y, and Z. The X (respectively, Y
and Z) fields from all array elements form one DeNovoD region. The first phase writes the region of X
and self-invalidates that region at the end. Figure 2.2(b) shows, for a two core system, the L1 and L2
cache states at the end of Phase 1, assuming each core computed one contiguous half of the array. The
computed X fields are registered and the others are invalid in the L1’s while the L2 shows all X fields
registered to the appropriate cores. (The direct communication is explained in the next section.)
2.2.2 Conveying and Representing Regions in Hardware
A key research question is how to represent regions in hardware. We need to store the region information
in the cache at word granularity along with the coherence states for region-based self-invalidations.
Language-level regions are usually much more fine-grained than may be practical to support in hardware.
For example, when a parallel loop traverses an array of objects, the compiler may need to identify (a
field of) each object as being in a distinct region in order to prove the absence of conflicts. For the
hardware, however, such fine distinctions would be expensive to maintain. Fortunately, we can coarsen
language-level regions to a much smaller set without losing functionality in hardware. The key insight is
as follows. For self-invalidations, we need regions to identify which data could have been written in the
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current phase. It is not important to distinguish which core wrote which data. In the above example,
we can thus treat the entire array of objects as one region.
Alternately, if only a subset of the fields in each object in the above array is written, then this subset
aggregated over all the objects collectively forms a hardware region. Thus, just like software regions,
hardware regions need not be contiguous in memory – they are essentially an assignment of a color
to each heap location (with orders of magnitude fewer colors in hardware than software). Hardware
regions are not restricted to arrays, either. For example, in a traversal of the spatial tree in an n-body
problem, the compiler distinguishes different tree nodes (or subsets of their fields) as separate regions;
the hardware can treat the entire tree (or a subset of fields in the entire tree) as an aggregate region.
Similarly, hardware regions may also combine field regions from different aggregate objects (e.g., fields
from an array and a tree may be combined into one region).
The compiler can easily summarize program regions into coarser hardware regions as described
above and insert appropriate self-invalidation instructions. The only correctness requirement is that the
self-invalidated regions must cover all write effects for the phase. For performance, these regions should
be as precise as possible. For example, fields that are not accessed or read-only in the phase should not
be part of these regions. Similarly, multiple field regions written in a phase may be combined into one
hardware region for that phase, but if they are not written together in other phases, they will incur
unnecessary invalidations.
During the final code generation, the memory instructions generated can convey the region name of
the address being accessed to the hardware; since DPJ regions are parameterizable, the instruction needs
to point to a hardware register that is set at runtime (through the compiler) with the actual region
number. The above information can be conveyed through one of several techniques. First, existing
memory instructions can be extended to include an extra operand for the register number that contains
the region ID. Second, ISA with reserve bytes can use them to convey the region register. ISAs that use
prefix bytes (e.g., x86) can simply add a new prefix type for memory instructions to indicate that prefix
bytes in the given memory instruction carry a region register number and store the register number in
the remaining prefix bytes. The address space identifier (ASI) in SPARC ISA can also be also used to
convey the region register number. Third, the operating system can augment virtual address spaces with
region information. It can provide extended memory allocation interfaces to which programs can pass
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a region register number. Then the OS encodes the region information in a virtual address (e.g., using
upper bits). The OS will return addresses except the region bits, so programs will still see contiguous
virtual address spaces, only smaller. On a memory access, the modified address translation logic will
locate a full address with the region bits in the page table, read the region register, and convey the
region ID to the cache. This scheme does not require ISA extension but needs OS intervention to include
the region register number in addresses and pass it down to the hardware. We project fewer than 20
hardware regions per process and even fewer “live” regions that are concurrently accessed in a given
phase, based on our evaluation in Section 2.7 (in most cases, a phase has two or three live regions and
no more than eight). Since the number of live regions determines the number of region registers, only
three additional bits are required to convey the region information. Even if the above extensions are
not available and no region information is conveyed to the hardware, DeNovoD can correctly execute
programs by being conservative and assuming a single region for all data.
When such augmented memory instructions are executed, they convey the region number to the
core’s cache. A straightforward approach is to store the region number with the accessed data line in
the cache. Then a self-invalidate instruction invalidates all data in the cache with the specified regions
that is not touched or registered.
The above implementation requires storing region bits along with data in the L1 cache and matching
region numbers for self-invalidation. A more conservative implementation can reduce this overhead. At
the beginning of a phase, the compiler conveys to the hardware the set of regions that need to be
invalidated in the next phase – this set can be conservative, and in the worst case, represent all regions.
Additionally, we replace the region bits in the cache with one bit, keepValid, indicating that the
corresponding data need not be invalidated until the end of the next phase. On a miss, the hardware
compares the region for the accessed data (as indicated by the memory instruction) and the regions to
be invalidated in the next phase. If there is no match, then keepValid is set. At the end of the phase,
all data not touched or registered are invalidated and the touched bits reset as before. Further, the
identities of the touched and keepValid bits are swapped for the next phase. This technique allows
valid data to stay in the cache through a phase even if it is not touched or registered in that phase,
without keeping track of regions in the cache. The concept can be extended to more than one such
phase by adding more bits if the compiler can predict the self-invalidation regions for those phases.
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2.2.3 DeNovoD with Address/Communication Granularity > Coherence
Granularity
To decouple the address/communication and coherence granularity, our key insight is that any data
marked touched or registered can be copied over to any other cache in valid state (but not as
touched). Additionally, for even further optimization (Section 2.3.1), we make the observation that
this transfer can happen without going through the registry/L2 at all (because the registry does not
track sharers). Thus, no serialization at a directory is required. When (if) this copy of data is accessed
through a demand read, it can be immediately marked touched. The above copy does not incur false
sharing (nobody loses ownership) and, if the source is the non-home node, it does not require extra
hops to a directory.
With the above insight, we can easily enhance the baseline word-based DeNovoD protocol from the
previous section to operate on a larger communication and address granularity; e.g., a typical cache line
size from conventional protocols. However, we still maintain coherence state at the granularity at which
the program guarantees data race freedom; e.g., a word. On a demand request, the cache servicing the
request can send an entire cache line worth of data, albeit with some of the data marked invalid (those
that it does not have as touched or registered). The requestor then merges the valid words in the
response message (that it does not already have valid or registered) with its copy of the cache line
(if it has one), marking all of those words as valid (but not touched).
Note that if the L2 has a line valid in the cache, then an element of that line can be either valid
(and hence sent to the requestor) or registered (and hence not sent). Thus, for the L2, it suffices to
keep just one coherence state bit at the finer (e.g., word) granularity with a line-wide valid bit at the
line granularity.1 As before, the id of the registered core is stored in the data array of the registered
location.
This is analogous to sector caches – cache space allocation (i.e., address tags) is at the granularity of
a line but there may be some data within the line that is not valid. This combination effectively allows
exploiting spatial locality without any false sharing, similar to multiple writer protocols of software
distributed shared memory systems [69].
1This requires that if a registration request misses in the L2, then the L2 obtain the full line from main memory.
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2.2.4 Flexible Coherence Granularity
Although the applications we studied did not have any data races at word granularity, this is not nec-
essarily true of all applications. Data may be shared at byte granularity, and two cores may incur
conflicting concurrent accesses to the same word, but for different bytes. A straightforward implemen-
tation would require coherence state at the granularity of a byte, which would be significant storage
overhead. %footnoteThe C and C++ memory models and the Java memory model do not allow data
races at byte granularity; therefore, we also do not consider a coherence granularity lower than that
of a byte. Although previous work has suggested using byte based granularity for state bits in other
contexts [82], we would like to minimize the overhead.
We focus on the overhead in the L2 cache since it is typically much larger (e.g., 4X to 8X times
larger) than the L1. We observe that byte granularity coherence state is needed only if two cores incur
conflicting accesses to different bytes in the same word in the same phase. Our approach is to make
this an infrequent case, and then handle the case correctly albeit at potentially lower performance.
In disciplined languages, the compiler/runtime can use the region information to allocate tasks to
cores so that byte granularity regions are allocated to tasks at word granularities when possible. For
cases where the compiler (or programmer) cannot avoid byte granularity data races, we require the
compiler to indicate such regions to the hardware. Hardware uses word granularity coherence state.
For byte-shared data such as the above, it “clones” the cache line containing it in four places: place i
contains the ith byte of each word in the original cache line. If we have at least four way associativity
in the L2 cache (usually the case), then we can do the cloning in the same cache set. The tag values for
all the clones will be the same but each clone will have a different byte from each word, and each byte
will have its own coherence state bit to use (essentially the state bit of the corresponding word in that
clone). This allows hardware to pay for coherence state at word granularity while still accommodating
byte granularity coherence when needed, albeit with potentially poorer cache utilization in those cases.
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2.3 Protocol Optimizations
2.3.1 Eliminating Indirection
Our protocol so far suffers from the fact that even L1 misses that are eventually serviced by another L1
cache (cache-to-cache transfer) must go through the registry/L2 (directory in conventional protocols),
incurring an additional latency due to the indirection.
However, as observed in Section 2.2.3, touched/registered data can always be transferred for
reading without going through the registry/L2. Thus, a reader can send read requests directly to
another cache that is predicted to have the data. If the prediction is wrong, a Nack is sent (as usual)
and the request reissued as a usual request to the directory. Such a request could be a demand load
or it could be a prefetch. Conversely, it could also be a producer-initiated communication or remote
write [1, 75]. The prediction could be made in several ways; e.g., through the compiler or through the
hardware by keeping track of who serviced the last set of reads to the same region. Owner prediction
mechanisms proposed in previous research [3, 66] can be also adapted for DeNovoD to improve prediction
efficiency.
The key point is that there is no impact on the coherence protocol – no new states, races, or message
types. The requestor simply sends the request to a different supplier. This is in sharp contrast to adding
such an enhancement to MESI.
This ability essentially allows DeNovoD to seamlessly integrate a message passing like interaction
within its shared-memory model. Figure 2.2 shows such an interaction for our example code.
2.3.2 Flexible Communication Granularity
Cache-line based communication transfers data from a set of contiguous addresses, which is ideal for
programs with perfect spatial locality and no false sharing. However, it is common for programs to access
only a few data elements from each line, resulting in significant waste. This is particularly common
in modern object-oriented programming styles where data structures are often in the form of arrays of
structs (AoS) rather than structs of arrays (SoA). It is well-known that converting from AoS to SoA
form often gives a significant performance boost due to better spatial locality. Unfortunately, manual
conversion is tedious, error-prone, and results in code that is much harder to understand and maintain,
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while automatic (compiler) conversion is impractical except in limited cases because it requires complex
whole-program analysis and transformations [40, 63]. We exploit information about regions to reduce
such communication waste, without changing the software’s view.
We have knowledge of which regions will be accessed in the current phase. Thus, when servicing
a remote read request, a cache could send touched or registered data only from such regions (recall
these are at field granularity within structures), potentially reducing network bandwidth and power.
More generally, the compiler may associate a default prefetch granularity attribute with each region
that defines the size of each contiguous region element, other regions in the object likely to be accessed
along with this region (along with their offset and size), and the number of such elements to transfer
at a time. This information can be kept as a table in hardware which is accessed through the region
identifier and an entry provides the above information; we call the table the communication region
table. The information for the table itself may be partly obtained directly through the programmer,
deduced by the compiler, or deduced by a runtime tool. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the use of
flexible communication granularity – the caches communicate multiple (non-contiguous) fields of region
X rather than the contiguous X, Y, and Z regions that would fall in a conventional cache line. Again,
in contrast to MESI, the additional support required for this enhancement in DeNovoD does not entail
any changes to the coherence protocol states or introduce new protocol races.
This flexible communication granularity coupled with the ability to remove indirection through the
registry/L2 (directory) effectively brings the system closer to the efficiency of message passing while
still retaining the advantages of a coherent global address space. It combines the benefits of various
previously proposed shared-memory techniques such as bulk data transfer, prefetching, and producer-
initiated communication, but in a more software-aware fashion that potentially results in a simpler and
more effective system.
2.4 Storage Overhead
We next compare the storage overhead of DeNovoD to other common directory configurations.
DeNovoD overhead: At the L1, DeNovoD needs state bits at the word granularity. We have three
states and one touched bit (total of 3 bits). We also need region related information. In our applications,
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we need at most 20 hardware regions – 5 bits. These can be replaced with 1 bit by using the optimization
of the keepValid bit discussed in Section 2.2.1. Thus, we need a total of 4 to 8 bits per 32 bits or 64 to
128 bits per L1 cache line. At the L2, we just need one valid and one dirty bit per line (per 64 bytes)
and one bit per word, for a total of 18 bits per 64 byte L2 cache line or 3.4%. If we assume L2 cache
size of 8X that of L1, then the L1 overhead is 1.56% to 3.12% of the L2 cache size.
In-cache full map directory: We conservatively assume 5 bits for protocol state (assuming more
than 16 stable+transient states). This gives 5 bits per 64 byte cache line at the L1. With full map
directories, each L2 line needs a bit per core for the sharer list. This implies that DeNovoD overhead
for just the L2 is better for more than a 13 core system. If the L2 cache size is 8X that of L1, then the
total L1+L2 overhead of DeNovoD is better at greater than about 21 (with keepValid) to 30 cores.
Duplicate tag directories: L1 tags can be duplicated at the L2 to reduce directory overhead. How-
ever, this requires a very high associative lookup; e.g., 64 cores with 4 way L1 requires a 256 way
associative lookup. As discussed in [128], this design is not scalable to even low tens of cores system.
Tagless directories and sparse directories: The tagless directories work uses Bloom filter based
directory organization [128]. Their directory storage requirement appears to be about 3% to over 5%
of L1 storage for core counts ranging from 64 to 1K cores. This does not include any coherence state
overhead which we include in our calculation for DeNovoD above. Further, this organization is lossy in
that larger core counts require extra invalidations and protocol complexity.
Many sparse directory organizations have been proposed that can drastically cut directory overhead
at the cost of sharer list precision, and so come at a significant performance cost especially at higher
core counts [128].
2.5 Exception Handling
In this section, we describe how DeNovoD can handle execution exceptions such as context switches,
thread migration, and error conditions.
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2.5.1 Context Switches
To simplify the simulation environment, we do not measure the performance impact of context switches
in our evaluation. To support context switches, DeNovoD must ensure that DeNovo-specific information
in hardware is correctly preserved across contexts.
1. Data with region ID in private caches: When software issues a store instruction with region
information, a region ID is stored with data in a private cache. Depending on whether the cache
is physically or virtually tagged/indexed, context switches handle cache contents differently.
Virtually addressed caches should always invalidate all data to avoid address conflicts on context
switches, unless they distinguish different address spaces. With the address space ID (ASID) stored
with tags, virtual caches do not need to be entirely invalidated on context switches; DeNovoD can
use ASID to perform self-invalidations only on addresses in the current context.
If caches are physically addressed, cache contents can live across context switches because blocks
from different address spaces do not interfere with each other, as their physical addresses are
unique. Since the metadata for DeNovoD (e.g., the region ID and touched bit) can be accessed
to self-invalidate the memory location associated with it (even without directly addressing the
memory), cache contents are no longer context-insensitive for DeNovoD, and leaving them across
contexts may affect cache behaviors. Upon executing a self-invalidation instruction, DeNovoD
may invalidate blocks from previous contexts with the matching region ID given in an instruction.
This may cause unnecessary read misses for those blocks when the context is switched back, but
it does not violate correctness by being conservative with respect to data from previous contexts.
Similarly, touched bits for data blocks from previous contexts may be reset, which can lead to
unnecessary invalidations of valid data.
Storing the process or thread ID with cache data blocks will prevent valid data from being in-
validated in different contexts but will increase storage overheads. Instead, we can add a single
“keep” bit per cache line to distinguish between data from previous contexts and current data;
this bit is initially unset, and we toggle the bit for all currently valid data in a cache right before a
context switch. During active executions, we perform self-invalidation and touched-bit reset only
for the data whose keep bit is not set. In this way, we can keep valid data from the previous
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context untouched in the current context. Evaluating the performance impact of context switches
on DeNovoD in detail and exploring mechanisms to minimize it is an important part of our future
work.
In summary, it is safe to leave cache contents across contexts for DeNovoD. However, context
switches can cause unnecessary invalidations for data from different contexts on DeNovoD unless
data is stored in a context-sensitive way as described above. We project that the potential per-
formance impact from context interference will be limited for the following reasons. (1) Context
switches are rare events, and the overheads are likely to be amortized over normal execution cycles.
(2) When a process is switched out while waiting for synchronization, its non-registered data is
self-invalidated and touched bits are reset anyway after the context is restored and synchronization
is performed. In this case, context switches do not incur many more “extra” invalidations than
the absence of context switches. (3) Cache interference from multiple processes or threads is com-
mon [96, 81]. If this hypothesis is true, then data from previous contexts are evicted anyway, and
DeNovoD will not see many more read misses from interfering invalidations than other systems.
2. Pending memory requests: Before a context switch, pending non-blocking requests in local
caches such as write misses (registration) should be completed. This is similar to normal MESI
systems that must ensure that all writes complete. It may not be required if we know that the
same thread/process will be rescheduled on the same core, but we enforce this on a context switch
for simplicity since it is required when a thread gets rescheduled on a different core (i.e., thread
migration).
2.5.2 Thread Migration
For context switches, the main issue is how to efficiently “preserve” states of a context-switched thread
for when the thread resumes execution on the same core. However, thread migration moves a thread
to execute on a different core, abandoning cached data on the old core. Therefore, it is important
for DeNovoD to properly invalidate all valid (non-registered) data on the core from which a thread is
migrated. We do not need to invalidate registered data because new registrations from a migrated core
will take care of the data movement and registration transfer.
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2.5.3 Error Recovery
Modern hardware often provides mechanisms for handling and recovering from unexpected errors. One
of the common approaches to error detection and recovery involves taking a snapshot of system states
on demand or periodically before an error occurs and performing a roll-back to an uncorrupted state on
an error. It is a common practice not to include read-only cache contents in a snapshot since they are
reproducible and including them will significantly increase the snapshot overheads. Then, the recovered
execution will start fresh with read misses for such data. If certain read-only data is critical for error
recovery and saved in the snapshot, its region ID must be preserved as well. For registered (modified)
data in caches, most error recovery schemes in current use do not inlude it in snapshots by writing it
through to the memory before making a snapshot. If a scheme provides snapshots with modified data
in the cache, the data along with its region ID should be included in the snapshot, as they are not
reproducible from outside a core. Region information for all saved data may make error recovery for
DeNovoD more expensive in terms of snapshot storage and latency. However, we believe that this is a
very rare event and that the overhead will be amortized over long intervals.
2.6 Methodology
2.6.1 Simulation Environment
Our simulation environment consists of the Simics full-system functional simulator that drives the
Wisconsin GEMS memory timing simulator [88] which implements the simulated protocols. We also
use the Princeton Garnet [10] interconnection network simulator to accurately model network traffic. We
chose not to employ a detailed core timing model due to an already excessive simulation time. Instead,
we assume a simple, single-issue, in-order core with blocking loads and 1 CPI for all non-memory
instructions. We also assume 1 CPI for all instructions executed in the OS and in synchronization
constructs.
Table 2.2 summarizes the key common parameters of our simulated systems. Each core has a 128KB
private L1 Dcache (we do not model an Icache). L2 cache is shared and banked (512KB per core). The
latencies in Table 2.2 are chosen to be similar to those of Nehalem [51], and then adjusted to take some
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Processor Parameters
Frequency 2GHz
Number of cores 64
Memory Hierarchy Parameters
L1 (Data cache) 128KB
L2 (16 banks, NUCA) 32MB
Memory 4GB, 4 on-chip controllers
L1 hit latency 1 cycle
L2 hit latency 29 to 61 cycles
Remote L1 hit latency 35 to 83 cycles
Memory latency 197 to 261 cycles
Table 2.2: Simulated system parameters for DeNovoD.
properties of the simulated processor (in-order core, two-level cache) into account.
2.6.2 Simulated Protocols
We compared the following 8 systems:
MESI word (MW) and line (ML): MESI with single-word (4 byte) and 64-byte cache lines, respec-
tively. The original implementation of MESI shipped with GEMS [88] does not support non-blocking
stores. Since stores are non-blocking in DeNovoD, we modified the MESI implementation to support
non-blocking stores for a fair comparison. Our tests show that MESI with non-blocking stores outper-
forms the original MESI by 28% to 50% (for different applications).
DeNovoD word (DW) and line (DL): DeNovoD with single-word (Section 2.2) and 64-byte cache
lines, respectively. For DL, we do not charge any additional cycles for gathering/scattering valid-only
packets. We charge network bandwidth for only the valid part of the cache line plus the valid-word bit
vector.
DL with direct cache-to-cache transfer (DD): Line-based DeNovoD with direct cache-to-cache
transfer (Section 2.3.1). We use oracular knowledge to determine the cache that has the data. This
provides an upper-bound on achievable performance improvement. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the
prediction could be made through different software and/or hardware schemes in real systems. The
ideal implementation provides an upper-bound on achievable performance improvement; The efficiency
of realistic implementations could be lower than the ideal implementation due to potential prediction
failures and retries. However, its impact on performance is limited to DeNovoD with DD only. Designing
high-precision prediction schemes is out of the scope of this thesis.
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DL with flexible communication granularity (DF): Line-based DeNovoD with flexible communi-
cation granularity (Section 2.3.2). Here, on a demand load, the communication region table is indexed
by the region of the demand load to obtain the set of addresses that are associated with that load,
referred to as the communication space. We fix the maximum data communicated to be 64 bytes for
DF. If the communication space is smaller than 64 bytes, then we choose the rest of the words from the
64-byte cache line containing the demand load address. We optimistically do not charge any additional
cycles for determining the communication space and gathering/scattering that data.
DL and DW with both direct cache-to-cache transfer and flexible communication granu-
larity (DDF and DDFW respectively): Line-based and word-based DeNovoD with the above two
optimizations, direct cache-to-cache transfer and flexible communication granularity, combined in the
obvious way.
We do not show word based DeNovoD augmented with just direct cache-to-cache transfer or just
flexible communication granularity, because the results were as expected and did not lend new insights.
Moreover, the DeNovoD word based implementations have too much tag overhead compared to the line
based implementations.
2.6.3 Conveying Regions and Communication Space
Regions for self-invalidation: In a real system, the compiler would convey the region of a data
through memory instructions (Section 2.2). For this study, we created an API to manually instrument
the program to convey this information for every allocated object. This information is maintained in a
table in the simulator. At every load or store, the table is queried to find the region for that address
(which is then stored with the data in the L1 cache).
Self invalidation: This API call invalidates all the data in the cache associated with the given region,
if the data is not touched or registered. We inserted self-invalidation API calls manually at the end
of phases for writeable regions in a given phase. For the applications studied in this paper (see below),
the total number of regions ranged from 2 to about 20. These could be coalesced by the compiler, but
we did not explore that here.
Communication space: To convey communication granularity information, we again use a special
API call that controls the communication region table of the simulator. On a demand load, the table
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is accessed to determine the communication space of the requested word. In an AoS program, this set
can be simply defined by specifying 1) what object fields, and 2) how many objects to include in the
set. For six of our benchmarks, these API calls are manually inserted. The seventh, kdTree, is more
complex, so we use an automated correlation analysis tool to determine the communication spaces.
2.6.4 Protocol Verification
We used the widely used Murphi model checking tool [42] to formally compare the verification complexity
of DeNovoD and MESI. 2 We model checked the word-based protocol of DeNovoD and MESI. We derived
the MESI model from the GEMS implementation (the SLICC files) and the DeNovoD model directly
from our implementation. To keep the number of explored states tractable, as is common practice, we
used a single address / single region (only for DeNovoD), two data values, two cores with private L1
cache and a unified L2 with in-cache directory (for MESI). We modeled an unordered full network with
separate request and reply links. Both models allow only one request per L1 in the rest of the memory
hierarchy. For DeNovoD, we modeled the data-race-free guarantee by limiting conflicting accesses. We
also introduced the notion of phase boundary to provide a realistic model to both protocols by modeling
it as a sense reversing barrier. This enables cross phase interactions in both protocols. As we modeled
only one address to reduce the number of states explored, we modeled replacements as unconditional
events that can be triggered at any time.
2.6.5 Workloads
We use seven benchmarks to evaluate the effectiveness of DeNovoD features for a range of dense-
array, array-of-struct, and irregular pointer-based applications. FFT (with input size m=16), LU (with
512x512 array and 16-byte blocks), Radix (with 4M integers and 1024 radix), and Barnes-Hut (16K
particles) are from the SPLASH-2 benchmark suite [123]. kdTree [37] is a program for construction
of k-D trees which are well studied acceleration data structures for ray tracing in the increasingly
important area of graphics and visualization. We run it with the well known bunny input. We use
two versions of kdTree: kdTree-false which has false sharing in an auxiliary data structure and kdTree-
2Protocol verification is included in this chapter for completeness, but it is not part of my contribution for DeNovoD.
This work was separately published by a colleague, Rakesh Komuravelli [73].
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padded which uses padding to eliminate this false sharing. We use these two versions to analyze
the effect of application-level false sharing on the DeNovoD protocols. We also use fluidanimate (with
simmedium input) and bodytrack (with simsmall input) from the PARSEC benchmark suite [19]. To fit
into the fork-join programming model, fluidanimate was modified to use the ghost cell pattern instead of
mutexes, and radix was modified to perform a parallel prefix with barriers instead of condition variables.
For bodytrack, we use its pthread version unmodified.
We chose C/C++ benchmarks to simplify simulation procedures. Without compiler support for con-
veying software information to the hardware, we manually annalyzed and annotated these benchmarks
in the style of DPJ.
2.7 Evaluation Results
We focus our discussion on the time spent on memory stalls and on network traffic since DeNovoD
targets these components. Figures 2.3a, 2.3b, and 2.3c respectively show the memory stall time, read
miss counts, and network traffic for all eight protocols described in Section 2.6.2 for each application.
Each bar (protocol) is normalized to the corresponding (state-of-the-art) MESI-line (ML) bar.
The memory stall time bars (Figure 2.3a) are divided into four components. The bottommost
indicates time spent by a memory instruction stalled due to a blocked L1 cache related resource (e.g.,
the 64 entry buffer for non-blocking stores is full). The upper three indicate additional time spent
stalled on an L1 miss that gets resolved at the L2, a remote L1 cache, or main memory respectively.
The miss count bars (Figure 2.3b) are divided analogously. The network traffic bars (Figure 2.3c)
show the number of flit crossings through on-chip network routers due to reads, writes, writebacks, and
invalidations respectively.
For reference, Figure 2.3d shows the overall execution time for all the protocols and applications,
divided into time spent in compute cycles, memory stalls, and synchronization stalls respectively.
LU and bodytrack show considerably large synchronization times. LU has inherent load imbalance.
Using larger input sizes would reduce synchronization time, but prohibitively long simulation times
made that impractical for this paper. Bodytrack has several sequential phases and a limited amount
of parallelism for the input used (only up to 60 threads in some phases [20]). The idle cores in these
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phases result in the high synchronization time.
MESI vs. DeNovoD word protocols (MW vs. DW): MW and DW are not practical protocols
because of their excessive tag overhead. A comparison is instructive, however, to understand the
efficacy of selective self-invalidation, independent of line-based effects such as false sharing. In all cases,
DW’s performance is competitive with MW. For the cases where it is slightly worse (LU, Barnes and
Bodytrack), the cause is higher remote L1 hits in DW than in MW. This is because in MW, the first
reader forces the last writer to writeback to L2. Thus, subsequent readers get their data from L2 for
MW but need to go to the remote L1 (via L2) for DW, slightly increasing the memory stall time for
DW. However, in terms of network traffic, DW always significantly outperforms MW.
MESI vs. DeNovoD line protocols (ML vs. DL): DL shows about the same or better memory
stall times as ML. For LU and kdTree-false, DL shows 62% and 76% reduction in memory stall time
over ML, respectively. Here, DL enjoys one major advantage over ML: DL incurs no false sharing due
to its per-word coherence state. Both LU and kdTree-false contain some false sharing, as indicated by
the significantly higher remote L1 hit component in the miss rate count and memory stall time graphs
for ML. In terms of network traffic, DL outperforms ML except for fluidanimate and radix. Here,
DL incurs more network traffic because registration (write-traffic) is still at word-granularity (shown
in 2.3c). This can be potentially mitigated with a “write-combining” optimization that aggregates
individual registration requests similar to a combining write buffer.
Effectiveness of cache lines for MESI: Comparing MW and ML, we see that the memory
stall time reduction resulting from transferring a contiguous cache line instead of just a word is highly
application dependent. The reduction is largest for radix (a large 93%), which has dense arrays and
no false sharing. Most interestingly, for kdTree-false (object-oriented AoS style with false sharing), the
word based MESI does better than the line based MESI by 39%. This is due to the combination of
false sharing and less than perfect spatial locality. Bodytrack is similar in that it exhibits little spatial
locality due to its irregular access pattern. Consequently, ML shows higher miss counts and memory
stall times than MW (due to cache pollution from the useless words in a cache line).
Effectiveness of cache lines for DeNovoD: Comparing DW with DL, we see again the strong
application dependence of the effectiveness of cache lines. However, because false sharing is not an issue
with DeNovoD, both LU and kdTree-false enjoy larger benefits from cache lines than in the case of
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(a) Memory stall time.
(b) Read miss counts.
(c) Network traffic (flit-crossings).
(d) Execution time.
Figure 2.3: Comparison of MESI vs. DeNovoD protocols. All bars are normalized to the corresponding
ML protocol.
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MESI (78% and 63% reduction in memory stalls). Analogous to MESI, Bodytrack sees larger memory
stalls with DL than with DW because of little spatial locality.
Effectiveness of direct cache-to-cache transfer with DL: FFT and barnes exhibit much op-
portunity for direct cache-to-cache transfer. For these applications, DD is able to significantly reduce
the remote L1 hit latencies when compared to DL.
Effectiveness of flexible communication granularity with DL: DF performs about as well
or better than ML and DL for all cases, except for LU. LU does not do as well because of the line
granularity for cache allocation (addresses). DF can bring in data from multiple cache lines; although
this data is likely to be useful, it can potentially replace a lot of allocated data. Bodytrack shows a
similar phenomenon, although to a much lesser extent. As we see later, flexible communication at word
address granularity does much better for LU and Bodytrack. Overall, DF shows up to 79% reduction
in memory stall time over ML and up to 44% over DL. These results are pessimistic since we did not
transfer more than 64 bytes of data at a time.
Effectiveness of combined optimizations with DL: DDF combines the benefits of both DD
and DF to show either about the same or better performance than all the other line based protocols
(except for LU for reasons described above).
Effectiveness of combined optimizations with DW: For applications like LU and bodytrack
with low spatial locality, word-based protocols have the advantage over line based protocols by not
bringing in potentially useless data and/or not replacing potentially useless data. We find that DW
with our two optimizations (DDFW) does indeed perform better than DDF for these two applications.
In fact, DDFW does better for 5 out of the 8 applications. This motivates our future work on using a
more software-aware (region based) address granularity to get the best benefit of our optimizations.
Effectiveness of regions and touched bits: To evaluate the effectiveness of regions and touched
bits, we ran DL without them. This resulted in all the valid words in the cache being invalidated by the
self-invalidation instruction. Our results (not shown in detail) show 0% to 25% degradation for different
applications, which indicates that these techniques are beneficial for some applications.
Protocol verification results: Through model checking, we found three bugs in DeNovoD and
six bugs including two deadlock scenarios in MESI. Note that DeNovoD is much less mature than the
GEMS MESI protocol which has been used by many researchers. In DeNovoD, all bugs were simple
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to fix and showed mistakes in translating our internal high level specification into the implementation
(i.e., their solutions were already present in our internal high level description of the protocol). In
MESI, all the bugs except one of the deadlocks are caused by protocol races between L1 writebacks and
other cache events. These involved subtle races and took several days to track, debug and fix. After
fixing all the bugs, the model for MESI explores 1,257,500 states in 173 seconds whereas the model for
DeNovoD explores 85,012 states in 8.66 seconds. Our experience clearly indicates the simplicity and
reduced verification overhead for DeNovoD compared to MESI.
2.8 Summary
This chapter concerns the first step of the DeNovo hardware project to rethink multi-core memory
hierarchies driven by disciplined software models. The key observation is that disciplined program-
ming models will be essential for software programmability and clearly specifiable hardware/software
semantics, and can drive a holistic co-design of hardware.
DeNovoD shows that race-freedom, structured parallel control, and the knowledge of regions and
effects in deterministic codes enable much simpler, more extensible, and more efficient cache coherence
protocols than the state-of-the-art. The resulting protocol has no transient states, no invalidation
message traffic, no sharer lists in directories, and no false sharing. A holistic co-design of software
and hardware also allows new ideas (e.g., flexible cache partitions based on software specified regions),
simpler and more efficient incarnations of previous ideas (e.g., use of bulk transfer, but with flexible
software-driven granularity and with no directory serialization), and a synergistic collection of previously
proposed optimizations.
Overall, compared to state-of-the-art MESI protocols, DeNovoD is much simpler and easier to verify
and extend, performs comparably or better, and is more energy-efficient (since it reduces cache misses
and network traffic) for a range of deterministic codes.
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Chapter 3
DeNovoND: Efficient Hardware Sup-
port for Disciplined Non-Determinism
As explained in the previous chapter, DeNovoD presents a complexity-, performance-, and power-
efficient hardware coherence solution for deterministic codes, driven by disciplined programming models.
Although determinism is considered desirable for many application classes, many common algorithms
take any of multiple possible outputs as legitimate for a given input. Such potential non-determinism
in output often allows the algorithms to be more flexible and simpler than deterministic versions. For
industry to exploit the benefits of DeNovo, it is imperative that we develop techniques to support non-
deterministic codes that perform at least as well as conventional systems, without losing the benefits of
DeNovoD.
In this chapter, we propose DeNovoND, a significant step toward achieving the DeNovo vision, by
providing support for programs with disciplined non-determinism. We continue to apply our hardware-
software co-design approach for DeNovoND; we exploit disciplined programming models with support
for safe non-determinism to extend DeNovoD for programs that contain non-determinism. We aim
to show that such programs can be supported by simple additions to DeNovoD, without sacrificing
DeNovoD’s advantages.
3.1 Software Assumptions
In this thesis, we define non-determinism as potential “output non-determinism” through different
schedule-dependent interleavings of shared data accesses. To include a larger range of programs in the
non-determinism category, we define output as either intermediate or final output. (A program with
non-deterministic intermediate output but with deterministic final output is also non-deterministic.)
What is important is that the non-determinism should not simply come from uncontrolled and unex-
pected behavior due to data races. Such behavior is not only potentially erroneous but can also make
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program executions difficult to maintain and reason about. Therefore, in this chapter, we assume “disci-
plined non-determinism” for DeNovoND where disciplined languages provide safer and more structured
mechanisms to express non-determinism.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the software assumptions and constraints for disciplined non-deterministic
codes.
1. Parallelism patterns: For parallelism patterns, we assume the same nested fork-join parallelism
for disciplined determinism for DeNovoND as for DeNovoD in Section 2.1. Unlike programs with
deterministic data accesses only, however, non-deterministic programs can include critical sections
with locks in parallel forked tasks. Parallel forks are labeled non-deterministic if their tasks have
such critical sections.
2. Conflicting accesses: In addition to non-conflicting deterministic accesses as assumed and
supported by DeNovoD, conflicting accesses with potential non-determinism are supported by
DeNovoND with the following assumptions: (1) non-deterministic accesses are distinguished from
deterministic accesses at compile time, and the distinction is conveyed to the hardware. (2)
Disciplined non-deterministic accesses to a given memory location are protected by the same lock
and enclosed in its critical sections. Non-determinism is allowed only when it is explicitly requested
through the aforementioned language constructs. As a result, the program is guaranteed to be
data-race-free.
3. Execution semantics: Disciplined languages ensure that a potentially non-deterministic pro-
gram obeys the above properties (structured parallelism and data-race-freedom). Such programs
produce sequentially consistent results on DeNovoND with safety guarantees such as strong iso-
lation between tasks within a deterministic fork and non-deterministic tasks with critical sections
(refer to Section 3.1.1 for more details).
3.1.1 DPJ for Disciplined Non-Determinism
DeNovoND uses DPJ for non-deterministic codes [24] as an exemplar disciplined programming model to
drive its detailed design. To enable the programmer to express non-determinism, DPJ provides parallel
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Figure 3.1: Software assumptions and execution semantics for DeNovoND.
constructs that are potentially non-deterministic; i.e., foreach nd and cobegin nd [24]. These constructs
allow conflicting accesses between their tasks, but require that such accesses be enclosed within atomic
sections, that their read and write effect declarations also include the atomic keyword, and that their
region types be declared as atomic. Note that there continue to be no conflicts allowed between a task
from a deterministic parallel construct and any other concurrent (non-deterministic or deterministic)
task. The compiler checks that all of the above constraints are satisfied by any type-checked program,
again using a simple, modular type checking algorithm.
With the above constraints, DPJ can provide the following guarantees: (1) Data-race freedom.
(2) Strong isolation of accesses in atomic section constructs and all deterministic parallel constructs;
i.e., these constructs appear to execute atomically. (3) Sequential composition for deterministic con-
structs; i.e., tasks of a deterministic construct appear to occur in the sequential order implied by the
program (even if they contain or are contained within non-deterministic constructs). (4) Determinism-
by-default; i.e., any parallel construct that does not contain an explicit non-deterministic construct
provides deterministic heap output for a given heap input. The above guarantees not only ensure se-
quential consistency but also allow programmers to reason with very high-level, strongly isolated, and
composable components such as complete foreach constructs and all atomic sections.
For data accesses, we assume that the ISA provides a mechanism by which loads and stores can
be tagged as accessing atomic regions with atomic effects (e.g., with a bit in the op-code). The DPJ
compiler has this information and can generate code with the bit set for such accesses. We refer
to such accesses as atomic accesses and to others as non-atomic accesses. Note that the former are
regular data accesses from atomic sections and are not to be confused with atomic read-modify-writes
or the C++ atomic keyword used for synchronization races. Support for atomic read-modify-writes in
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synchronization races is introduced in Chapter 4.
Although DPJ supports atomic sections, DeNovoND assumes we can convert them to locks. This
is possible because by default we can associate each atomic region with its own lock. For each atomic
section, we can acquire locks for each atomic region that it accesses in a predefined order. This can
be optimized in several ways; e.g., by coarsening the locks. An implementation of this algorithm is
outside the scope of the thesis. The benchmarks evaluated for DeNovoND in this chapter are either
originally written with lock synchronization or manually analyzed and converted to critical sections
(from transactions).
3.2 DeNovoND Coherence and Consistency
For deterministic programs, DeNovoD achieves its benefits primarily by replacing writer-induced inval-
idations (and eliminating related overheads) with compiler-inserted self-invalidations for all writeable
data in a given parallel phase (e.g., DPJ’s foreach or cobegin construct). DPJ’s data-race-freedom
guarantee ensures that only the writing core will read that data in a phase, and that all subsequent
data reads (in later phases) will see up-to-date values.
However, we cannot assume that a parallel phase will have no conflicting data accesses among
concurrent tasks any more for programs with non-deterministic codes. By exploiting DPJ support
for disciplined non-determinism [24], DeNovoND [119] knows that such accesses will be protected by
the same lock (this lock may change in a different parallel phase), and that such accesses are explicitly
identified as atomic accesses in DPJ programs. DeNovoND provides hardware coherence and consistency
for these atomic accesses enabled by the software information, as described in detail below.
3.2.1 Memory Consistency Model
For a correct design, we must first understand the constraints imposed by the memory consistency
model which specifies what value a read must return.
Informal model: DPJ provides a very strong consistency model. It guarantees sequential consistency
and hence a total order over all memory operations (that is consistent with program order). A read
must return the value of the last write to its location as defined by this total order. DPJ also enforces
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additional rules that further constrain this last write for data operations, simplifying reasoning for
software and implementation for hardware as follows.
Non-atomic accesses: DPJ ensures that for a non-atomic access, there cannot be a conflicting access
by another concurrent task in the same phase. Thus, for a non-atomic read, the last conflicting write is
either from its own task or from a task in a previous phase. This is identical to DeNovoD and we can
use the identical implementation.
Atomic accesses: For atomic accesses as defined above, DPJ allows conflicting accesses among
concurrent tasks, but ensures that all such accesses to a given location are in critical sections protected
with the same lock. These critical sections must execute atomically, imposing a total order on all
conflicting atomic accesses within a phase. A read therefore must return the value from the (unique)
last conflicting write from a critical section in the current phase; if such a write does not exist, then the
read must return the (unique) last conflicting write from the previous phase.
Formal model: We now state the model more formally. Note that this model is motivated as a
specification for hardware and is therefore at a low level, in terms of individual reads and writes. DPJ
programmers work at a higher level in terms of composition and serialization of higher level constructs
(cobegin, atomic section, etc.) as described in Section 3.1.1. Our model can be stated in two parts for
synchronization and data accesses respectively:
(1) Synchronization accesses are sequentially consistent. This implies a total order between phases
and between critical sections to a given lock variable within a phase; this total order is consistent with
program order.
(2) For conflicting data accesses, X and Y , we define a happens-before relation, denoted →hb such
that X →hb Y iff
• Type 1 edge: X’s phase precedes Y ’s phase (by the total order in (1)), or
• Type 2 edge: X and Y are in the same task, and X is before Y by program order, or
• Type 3 edge: X and Y are atomic accesses in critical sections protected by the same lock variable,
and X’s critical section precedes Y ’s critical section (by the total order in (1)).
Then DPJ’s guarantees ensure that →hb orders all conflicting accesses, and hardware should ensure
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that a data read returns the value of the last conflicting write in→hb order. For a non-atomic read, the
last write is always ordered before it by a type 1 or type 2 →hb edge. For an atomic read, the last write
may be ordered before it by a type 2 or type 3 edge if such a write exists; otherwise, it is ordered by a
type 1 edge.
3.2.2 Data Coherence Mechanism
The coherence mechanism must simply ensure that a read returns the value from the write as defined
by the consistency model. As with DeNovo, we divide the coherence mechanism into two components:
(1) No stale data: A read should never see non-last (stale) data in its L1 cache(s).
(2) Locatable up-to-date data: When a read misses in its L1 cache(s), it should know where to get the
last (up-to-date) copy of the data.
Above, last is precisely defined by the happens-before order. For non-atomic accesses, both compo-
nents above remain identical to DeNovoD since the consistency model requirements are identical. For
atomic accesses, the requirements are met as follows.
No stale data: For the first requirement of no stale data, we use self-invalidations as with DeNovo,
thereby precluding the need for adding invalidation messages and directories with sharer lists. Addi-
tional self-invalidations are needed with DeNovoND only if there are conflicting atomic accesses among
concurrent tasks in a phase (otherwise, DeNovo’s self-invalidations at the start of a phase suffice). In
the case of conflicting atomic accesses among concurrent tasks, we use the happens-before relation to
determine when and what to self-invalidate as follows.
To determine when to self-invalidate, we note that a concurrent conflicting read must be in a critical
section itself and must return the value of the last write also in a critical section protected by the same
lock in the same phase (type 2 or 3 edge). Thus, it is sufficient to self-invalidate any time between the
start of a critical section and an atomic read in that section.
To determine what to self-invalidate, we have several choices. We could invalidate the entire cache
(which seems excessive) or only the atomic regions (for which we would need to keep extra state to
identify in the cache). An alternative is for each core to update a signature that records all writes to
atomic regions, and then to transfer this signature when the lock is acquired by another core. On a
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first atomic read to a location, the acquiring core needs to check the signature and self-invalidate the
location if it is present in the signature. The acquiring core must forward the union of its signature and
the signatures it has received to the next acquirer.
Locatable up-to-date data: For the second requirement of finding the value of the last write on
a miss, we use ideas similar to DeNovo. On a write to valid or invalid data, the L1 cache sends a
registration request to the L2. The registrations are required to complete before the lock release so that
conflicting writes from critical sections are serialized in the right order (it is possible to postpone the
registration completion until the next lock acquire). A read that misses in the cache simply goes to the
registry (L2) to find the up-to-date value.
Thus we continue with only three states in the protocol as before: Valid, Invalid, and Registered.
The extra work over DeNovoD is to update the signature on atomic writes, send the signature on a
lock transfer, and invalidate appropriately on atomic reads. Section 3.4.1 discusses each of these steps
in more detail.
3.3 Distributed Queue-Based Locks
Our distributed queue-based lock design is modeled after QOSB [48, 64], where the identities of the
cores waiting for a lock are maintained in a queue of pointers distributed across the waiting cores’ L1
caches and the L2 cache. All requests to a given lock are serialized at the corresponding shared L2 cache
bank. The data portion of the L2 cache entry for a contended lock tracks the last requestor (i.e., the
tail of the queue of waiters), referred to as tailPtr. When the L2 receives the next request for the lock,
it forwards it to the current tail’s L1. On receiving such a forwarded request, the L1 checks a bit in its
copy of the lock word, called the Locked bit, to determine if the lock is still held or was unlocked. In the
former case, the L1 stores the requestor’s ID in another field of the lock word, referred to as nextPtr. In
the latter case, the L1 responds to the requestor with its signature and transfers the lock, marking its
own lock word Invalid. When a core releases a lock, its L1 checks its nextPtr – if not null, it transfers
the lock (with the signature) to the nextPtr core; otherwise, it unsets its Locked bit. We allow eviction
of lock words from the L1 and L2 caches by reusing the data portion of the lock words in the next level
of the memory hierarchy to store lock queue information. This approach relies on using L2 data banks
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to store (non-data) metadata, which is similar to DeNovo’s tracking of registration information for the
Registered state.
3.4 Implementation
This section discusses in detail how DeNovoND implements the memory consistency model and the
coherence mechanism described in Section 3.2 using access signatures and the distributed queue-based
lock mechanism. We also qualitatively discuss the hardware and performance overheads of the imple-
mentation.
3.4.1 Access Signatures for Coherence of Atomic Accesses
DeNovoND’s memory consistency model requires that a read return the value of the last write preceding
it, as ordered by the three types of happens-before edges described in Section 3.2. DeNovoD already
guarantees that a write ordered by a type 1 or type 2 edge is seen at a read (the former through self-
invalidations at the start of a new phase and the latter through single core semantics). For a non-atomic
read, a write is ordered only through the above two edge types; therefore, DeNovoD already provides
consistency for such reads. For atomic reads where a previous (atomic) write is ordered by a type 3
edge, however, DeNovoND must provide a new mechanism – it needs to track which data in atomic
regions has been modified in a critical section in the current phase, as well as a mechanism to efficiently
represent and transfer this information on a successful lock acquire.
We use an “access signature” for the purpose of tracking atomic writes. A signature is a compact
representation of a set at the expense of precision. Its main functionality includes element insertion,
membership query, and flash clear functions. DeNovoND implements the access signature as a small
Bloom filter in hardware [21]. Due to its storage efficiency, simplicity, and low access latency, a hardware
Bloom filter has been a popular solution for many areas including networking and transactional memory
[26, 31].
For our Bloom filters, the keys are addresses accessed (i.e., atomic regions that have atomic effects
in this phase), since we are interested only in modifications made to those addresses. The key domain
dynamically changes between cores and phases, as a new set of atomic accesses occurs. To keep the false
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positive rate of Bloom filter reasonably low, the size of each Bloom filter should be determined based
on the average size of the key domain. This turns out to be quite small in our case (256 bits suffice)
since we only track atomic accesses in a given phase (later sections discuss the size in more detail). We
conservatively keep one filter per core to track all modifications across different critical sections (with
different locks) on the same core. Thus, for a system with n cores, we have a total of n Bloom filters in
the system.
The following uses Figure 3.2 as a running example to show how DeNovoND uses the Bloom filters.
On the left, the figure shows DPJ style code depicting three variables, a, b, and c in atomic region xR.
It then shows a critical section protected by lock x with atomic read and write effects on region xR.
The right side of the figure shows an execution with two cores, C1 and C2. C2 acquires the lock for the
critical section first, followed by C1 and then C2 again. The figure also shows the signatures at each
core, assuming a perfect hash function.
On atomic writes: An atomic write (as determined by the op-code of the store instruction as discussed
in Section 3.2) invokes the same cache protocol operations as in DeNovo. That is, if the word is not in
Registered state at the L1, a registration request is sent to the L2. Additionally, the word is updated
right away and any required writeback is sent to the L2 as well.
For DeNovoND, an atomic write additionally inserts the accessed address into its core’s Bloom filter.
To avoid repeating insertion of the same address to the Bloom filter, we can add an additional bit, called
the “dirty bit,” to mark a memory location already updated in a given phase. The “dirty bit” is set on
the first atomic store request to a word in a phase, and all dirty bits get unset at the end of a phase.
If a store finds the dirty bit already set, it means the word is already inserted into the core’s Bloom
filter and does not need to be inserted again. Since this is purely an optimization, we can piggyback
the functionality of a dirty bit on other state bits described below (e.g., the touched-atomic bit) – this
may result in some extraneous resets, but does not affect correctness and reduces extra state.
Thus, at the end of a critical section, all addresses modified in the section are recorded in the core’s
filter; i.e., their entries are non-zero. From Figure 3.2, every store request to a, b, and c in the lightly
shaded critical sections updates the Bloom filter on C1 and C2. The second critical section phase on
C2 does not update the Bloom filter since it does not have atomic writes.
On acquire/release: On an acquire, all modifications preceding the release associated with the acquire
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Figure 3.2: An example of propagating atomic writes using access signatures. Assume a and b are in
the same cache line.
are made visible to the acquirer by transferring the access signature at the releaser. The releaser
compresses and sends the Bloom filter at its core to the acquirer, when transferring the lock. The
acquirer, on receiving the Bloom filter, updates its own Bloom filter by making a union of its local
Bloom filter and the releaser’s Bloom filter. Figure 3.2 shows the resulting Bloom filters at the beginning
of each critical section, of which the lightly shaded entries come from the union operation. Note that
we only send the signature, not the actual data. On acquire and release points, we also reset the
“touched-atomic” and “prefetch” bits (as will be explained in detail below).
On atomic reads: Atomic reads need to conceptually consult the signatures obtained from remote
releasers to determine if cached data is valid or stale. If the read is to a word in Registered state in the
L1, then regardless of the signature state, the word is up-to-date in the cache and the read is a cache
hit. If the word is Invalid in L1, then a normal read request is sent to L2. If the word is in Valid state,
then it is also up-to-date if its address does not appear in the access signature. If the word is in Valid
state and its address hits in the access signature, then it may or may not be up-to-date depending on
whether it has been previously read in this critical section.
Specifically, if the word has already been read in this critical section, the previous read brought
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up-to-date data that is still valid (since no other core can write to the word during the same critical
section). We identify this situation by using a touched-atomic bit that is set on the first read of the
word in a critical section and reset at the release – more precisely, it needs to be reset only when the
lock is handed off for another core’s acquire (lock hand-off). Thus, a read to a word in Valid state with
touched-atomic bit set is a cache hit.
Another case where a valid word may be up-to-date is when it is obtained as part of a cache line
transfer for a demand access to another word in that line. We would like to take advantage of such a
prefetch as with conventional cache lines and with DeNovo. If the word comes directly from the L2 or
from memory, then it is definitely valid. If it comes from a remote cache, then it is valid if that word
was marked as touched-atomic or Registered in the remote cache. In this case, we can conceptually add
another bit called the “prefetch bit” which can be set for prefetched words with the above properties.
These bits must be reset on the next lock hand-off or the next acquire, whichever happens first. A read
that accesses a valid word with prefetch bit set is considered a cache hit. Although the touched-atomic
and prefetch bits are separately motivated, both functions can be achieved by a single bit that we
collectively refer to as the touched-atomic bit.
In summary, the touched-atomic bit of a word is set on the first read of the word in a critical section
or for a word prefetched from L2/memory or from a remote L1 in touched-atomic or Registered state.
The bit is reset on an acquire or a lock hand-off, including the end of the phase. A read to Valid data
with touched-atomic bit set or with an address that misses in the access signature is considered a hit.
Otherwise, the Valid data is no longer up-to-date and must be marked invalid and a read miss request
is issued.
In Figure 3.2, assume that variables a and b are in the same cache line. Then C1’s load b will be
a hit since C1’s load a will bring in b as well and set its touched-atomic bit. On the other hand, load
b in C2’s second critical section is a miss. This is because the preceding load a will read a in its own
cache in Registered state and so will not prefetch b which is registered at C1.
Finally, we note that using a single, plain Bloom filter at each core to determine what to invalidate
is inherently conservative. For example, it is possible that an address may have been updated before
it had been last seen by a core but not updated again since then; our system will still invalidate the
address on a read (in the same phase) from that core. In addition, false positives in a finite Bloom
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Lock request from core i Unlock request from core i
Response for lock request
from core i
Remote lock request
from core k
LockQ set Locked
if nextPtr != null
send response to nextPtr;
go to Invalid
else
unset Locked
unstall core i;
merge received signature
if Locked is set
nextPtr := k
else
send response to core k;
go to Invalid
Invalid
stall core i;
update tag;
go to LockQ;
set Locked;
send lock request to L2
(writeback if needed)
send unlock request to L2 X
if sig-only request
send response to core k
else
send Nack to L2
(a) L1 cache for core i
Lock request from core i
Unlock request
from core i
Lock/Unlock/WB/Nack
response from memory
for core i
Lock writeback
from core i
Nack from core i
for core k
Valid
if WB == 0
fwd req to tailPtr;
else // WB == 1
if Locked is not set
send sig-only req to
lastAcquirer for i;
WB := 0
else // Locked is set
if firstWaiter != null
fwd req to tailPtr
else
firstWaiter := i;
tailPtr := i
if firstWaiter != null
send sig-only req to
i for firstWaiter;
WB := 0
else
unset Locked
X
if firstWaiter == null
copy Locked from
WB message;
lastAcquirer := i;
firstWaiter := nextPtr;
WB := 1;
else // race
if Locked is not set
send sig-only req to
i for firstWaiter
if WB == 0
firstWaiter := k
else
if Locked is not set
send sig-only req to
lastAcquirer for k;
lastAcquirer := null
else
firstWaiter := k
Invalid
update tag;
send data req to mem-
ory;
(writeback if needed)
update tag;
send data req to mem-
ory;
(writeback if needed)
if not tag match
allocate line;
update tag;
(writeback if needed)
go to Valid;
apply actions for
Lock/Unlock/WB/Nack
as specified in Valid
update tag;
send data req to memory;
(writeback if needed)
update tag;
send data req to mem-
ory;
(writeback if needed)
(b) L2 cache
Table 3.1: State transitions for a lock word. X indicates unreachable states.
filter cause valid addresses to be invalidated if the filter entry is updated by another address mapped to
the same entry. Another source of imprecision occurs when the signature is transferred well after the
lock release occurs. Such a signature may include addresses to accesses after the release and before the
subsequent acquire – these do not precede the acquire by happens-before and may lead to false positives
and unnecessary invalidations. Our evaluation, however, showed that such cases did not occur often
for applications with reasonable lock synchronization; nevertheless, we later discuss some approaches to
mitigate such effects (Section 3.7).
End of phase actions: At the end of a phase, as with DeNovo, we insert self-invalidation instruc-
tions for all regions with writable effects in that phase. This includes atomic and non-atomic regions.
Analogous to DeNovo, all data in such regions is invalidated unless it is registered or its touched bit
(for non-atomic regions) is set or its touched-atomic bit (for atomic regions) is set. All touched and
touched-atomic bits are reset at the end of the phase and all Bloom filters are cleared.
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3.4.2 Lock Implementation
Tables 3.1a and 3.1b describe the state transitions for the L1 and L2 caches respectively for lock
words, building on top of the DeNovo line protocol (as with DeNovo, the coherence states are at word
granularity). We next discuss these in detail.
L1 transitions: There are two states at L1 for a lock word: LockQ and Invalid. The lock word
transitions to LockQ on receiving a lock request from its core, and stays there until it transfers the
lock (along with the access signature) to nextPtr or until the line is evicted. While in LockQ state, a
bit in the data portion of the lock entry, called Locked, indicates whether the lock is held or released.
Figure 3.3 shows the lock word layout at the L1 with a lock queue.
On a lock request by a core, its L1 sets the Locked bit for the corresponding word. If the word was
already in LockQ state, the L1 informs the core of a successful lock acquire. If the previous state was
Invalid, a lock request is sent to the L2 and the core is stalled (the cache does not service any further
requests from the core) until the response is received.
On an unlock request to LockQ state, if nextPtr is not null, the L1 transfers the lock to the nextPtr
core and transitions to Invalid. Otherwise, it unsets Locked. An unlock request to Invalid state generates
a request to the L2. This request is simply a notification and does not bring back the cache line (the
state stays Invalid).
An L1 in LockQ state may receive a remote lock request forwarded by the L2. If the Locked bit is
set, the request is queued in nextPtr; otherwise, it is serviced immediately by transferring the lock and
changing the state to Invalid. The L1 may also receive a remote lock request in Invalid state due to a
previous writeback. If this request is only for the signature, it transfers the signature (along with an
implicit lock transfer) to the remote requestor. If the request is for the lock as well, then it signifies a
race between the L1’s writeback and the remote request at the L2. In this case, L1 returns a Nack to
the L2 – we discuss how the L2 responds to the Nack in detail below.
Eviction of lines with lock words at the L1 is similar to DeNovo’s L1 evictions (not shown in
Table 3.1a). The main difference is that the writeback message needs to indicate which words are in
LockQ state so that the L2 can perform appropriate action as discussed below. Table 3.1a does not
show any action for writeback requests generated by L2 for L1. This is because the L2 does not need to
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maintain inclusion with the L1 for lock words (similar to Valid data in DeNovo). The distributed lock
queue constructed in the L1s stays valid and does not need to be rebuilt on an L2 writeback.
L2 transitions without L1 writebacks: The L2 has two states – Invalid and Valid. The main
source of complexity at the L2 comes from L1 writebacks of LockQ words; we therefore first discuss L2
transitions without L1 writebacks, indicated by WB=0 in Table 3.1.
On a lock request in Valid state, the L2 forwards the request to its tailPtr core and updates the
tailPtr with the requesting core’s ID. A lock request in Invalid state allocates the line for the lock word,
triggers a fetch from memory, and keeps the L2 in Invalid state. When the response returns, the L2
transitions to Valid and applies the actions for the Valid state to the lock request (i.e., forwards the
request to tailPtr). If the line was deallocated between the request and the response due to eviction,
another line is allocated and the above action taken.
An unlock request in Valid state can only occur if the unlocking L1 previously performed a writeback
on the lock (i.e., WB=1), and so is discussed below.
Writebacks generated by the L2 to memory are similar to DeNovo. As we see below, all the lock
queue related information needed at the L2 is maintained as part of the lock word in the L2 – on an L2
writeback, this information is simply preserved at memory and made available to the L2 for later use.
Handling L1 lock writeback at the L2: When the L2 receives a writeback from an L1, it must
ensure that it stores all information needed to construct the lock queue that was stored at the L1. This
information is stored in the data portion of the L2 along with the tailPtr. An L1 writeback containing
a lock word can originate only from the head of the lock queue in LockQ state because other cores are
either stalled on their lock request or invalidated after transferring the lock. The L2, therefore, stores
the following information in its data portion on an L1 writeback from core i (Figure 3.3 illustrates the
L2 data layout with example values before and after the writeback):1
WB: The WB bit is set to 1 to indicate that the lock has been evicted from the L1 of the head of
the lock queue.
Locked: The Locked bit from the writeback message is copied into the L2 to indicate whether the
lock was released (Locked=0) at the time of the writeback.
1Storing these fields in the data bank of the L2 does not limit the number of cores that can be supported as we can
increase the data size of a lock variable as needed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3: Example showing L1 and L2 data layout for the distributed queue-based lock (a) before
writeback and (b) after writeback.
lastAcquirer: L2 sets lastAcquirer as i. This is used to forward the next lock requestor to core i to
obtain the access signature.
firstWaiter: L2 copies nextPtr from the writeback message into its firstWaiter field to indicate the
first element in the queue after the head. On a subsequent unlock, the lock must be transferred
to the firstWaiter core if it is not null.
Next we revisit the transitions for various messages at the L2 when the Valid state has WB=1. On
a lock request, if Locked is not set (writeback occurred after lock release), L2 forwards the request to
the lastAcquirer core. This request is for the access signature only since we already know that the lock
has been released. If Locked is set (writeback before release), then L2 checks if firstWaiter is null. If it
is not null, then L2 queues the request by forwarding it to tailPtr. Otherwise, it sets firstWaiter to i
since there is no other waiter in the queue.
Similarly for unlock requests, if firstWaiter is not null, L2 forwards the request of firstWaiter to
lastAcquirer for the signature (and implicit lock transfer). Otherwise, the queue is empty. L2 resets
Locked, indicating that the evicted head is unlocked now and is ready to transfer the lock.
Handling races: There can be a race between an L1 lock writeback from core i and a request for the
same lock from another core k. Thus, before getting the writeback, the L2 can forward core k’s request
to L1. In this case, L1 nacks the request back to L2, which takes the following actions depending on
whether it has already received the writeback (last column of Table 3.1b):
The Nack arrives before the writeback (WB=0): L2 simply sets firstWaiter to core k. When the write-
back arrives, L2 finds its firstWaiter is not null and its request must be handled. If the Locked bit in
the writeback is unset, L2 knows the lock was released and so can forward firstWaiter’s request to core
i for signature transfer. If the Locked bit is set, then nothing needs to be done; the lock transfer to core
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k will occur when the Unlock arrives.
The Nack arrives after the writeback (WB=1): L2 services core k’s request using the information stored
in the writeback; if Locked is not set, the request is forwarded to lastAcquirer. Otherwise, k is stored as
the firstWaiter.
The above race is the only one that occurs in the lock protocol. It involves at most two cores and
results in exactly one possible Nack message that the L2 immediately handles, with no deadlock or
livelock causing actions.
3.4.3 Exception Handling
DeNovoND requires DeNovoD’s exception handling mechanisms (as described in Section 2.5) to be
extended to consider hardware Bloom filters. Bloom filters are irreproducible metadata about memory
updates, so they must be properly preserved across exceptions. Adding support for Bloom filters in the
following scenarios may increase their overheads, but we project that the overheads will be amortized
over many cycles without exceptions.
Context switches: If a Bloom filter is not empty and is being used for update tracking at a context
switch, the contents of the filter should be saved along with other information. As for possible interfering
invalidations from other contexts, on-the-spot self-invalidations used for accesses in atomic regions never
invalidate other processes’ valid data because invalidations are performed only on an actual read.
Thread migration: The Bloom filter on the core from which a thread is migrated should be moved
to a new core and reset. If the filter is highly saturated, we can set the filter at the migrated core to
all 1’s to conservatively invalidate on a read. This can allows us to save the traffic overhead to transfer
the filter.
Error recovery: In the common case where read-only copies are not included in a snapshot and
recovered execution always misses on such data, hardware Bloom filters do not need to be saved and
restored. If read-only copies are included in a snapshot and restored after recovery, hardware Bloom
filters should also be preserved to trigger invalidations for stale data.
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3.5 Overheads
DeNovoND incurs the following overheads over DeNovo.
Hardware Bloom filter: There is one Bloom filter per core. A conservative upper bound for its size
is the virtual memory size. In practice, an effective size can be empirically determined by measuring
the number of atomic writes to distinct addresses in various applications. The size must also be large
enough to have tolerable false positive rates. In our system, a relatively small size Bloom filter of only
256 bits worked well and provided performance similar to an infinite size Bloom filter for most cases.
This is because the size of the key domain is restricted only to the addresses in atomic regions, and the
filter is flash cleared at the end of a phase.
The quality of the hash function also impacts the efficiency of Bloom filters [109]. We experimented
with two hash functions, multi-bit selection (similar to the one used in [31]) and H3 (universal hash
function that provides uniformly distributed hash values [29]), which showed consistent performance
across applications. For our evaluation, we used H3 which worked better with applications with high
false positive rates. Finally, [31] has shown that Bloom filter operations of element insertion, membership
query, and flash clear can be implemented very efficiently in hardware.
Storage overhead: Our distributed queue-based lock protocol reuses the L1 and L2 cache data banks
to store the waiter queue information, incurring zero storage overhead for that purpose. It requires
one additional state LockQ at L1 to distinguish between lock and data words. This does not result in
any added storage overhead for L1 state as DeNovoD already requires two bits per word for storing
three states (Invalid, Valid, and Registered). With an additional LockQ state, we now have four states
stored in two bits. The two L2 states for lock words can reuse the L2 per-word state bit of the baseline
DeNovoD protocol – lock words simply add new transitions to the existing L2 states, triggered by
lock related messages. Thus, the lock protocol does not incur any additional storage overhead. The
externally visible protocol states for data accesses also stay the same as for DeNovo. For efficient
tracking of atomic writes, however, we added a touched-atomic bit per word in the L1 as an additional
state bit (used only by the local core).
Communication and computation overhead: On acquire/release, the Bloom filter of the releaser
is piggybacked on the lock transfer message. In order to minimize impact on network traffic, we can
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Processor Parameters
Core frequency 2GHz
Number of cores 16
Memory Hierarchy and Network Parameters
L1 data cache 64KB, 64 bytes (16 words) line size
L2 (16 banks, NUCA) 16MB, 64 bytes line
Memory 4GB, 4 on-chip controllers
L1 hit latency 1 cycle
L2 hit latency 29 to 61 cycles (bank-dependent)
Remote L1 hit latency 35 to 83 cycles
Memory hit latency 197 to 261 cycles
Network parameters 2D mesh, 16 bit flits
Bloom filter size 256 bits (infinite for reference)
hash function 4 H3
Table 3.2: Simulated system parameters for DeNovoND.
compress the Bloom filter using run-length encoding as in [31] or a Bloom-filter specific compression
technique [95]. In our evaluations, we conservatively do not model such compression and charge the
full 256 bits (32 bytes) of network traffic for the Bloom filter at a lock transfer. When a core receives
a lock transfer message along with the signature, it needs to merge the received Bloom filter with its
own before executing memory instructions in the critical section. The time for merging can be partially
hidden by not blocking the execution until the first write/read instruction to an atomic region is issued.
For the distributed queue-based lock, there is an additional overhead for writeback messages which
need to include an additional bit per word to indicate if the word is in LockQ state so that the L2 can
perform appropriate lock related actions for this word. This overhead, however, can be compensated
by observing that the writeback message does not have to contain full lock words, but only the Locked
and nextPtr parts. The queue-based lock protocol also requires new state transitions in response to lock
related messages; however, these do not introduce any new transient states or interact with the data
protocol and can be separately verified.
3.6 Methodology
For our simulations, we use the same Simics [83] full-system functional simulator with the Wisconsin
GEMS memory timing simulator [88] and the Princeton Garnet [10] interconnection network simulator
as used in Chapter 2. Table 3.2 shows the key parameters of our simulated systems. We use the Bloom
filter implementation shipped with GEMS [88] with the H3 hashing function and 256 single-bit entries.
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We also simulated configurations with infinite Bloom filter entries for reference. For the signature
transfer, we add a 256 bit (32 byte) payload to the lock transfer message and simulate network traffic
and latency accordingly. This is a conservative estimate since the signature could be compressed.
3.6.1 Simulated Systems
Our distributed queue-based lock is specifically designed for DeNovoND, reusing the coherence states of
DeNovo, with no added transient states and limited race interactions. Implementing it on a conventional
MESI-like protocol is possible, but will involve far more complexity to deal with interactions with
the already existing numerous transient states and race conditions. On the other hand, comparing
DeNovoND with distributed queue-based locks and MESI with conventional locking may not be fair to
MESI. We therefore implemented simplified (idealized) queue-based locks that work for both MESI and
DeNovo to isolate the effectiveness of access signatures. This idealized implementation maintains a “lock
table” which is keyed by a lock variable address and maintains the waiter queue for each lock. Accesses
to this table – creating an entry and grabbing the lock, adding a core to the waiter queue, waking up
the first waiter in the queue, etc. – do not incur extra cycles. We also do not charge traffic overhead
for lock and signature transfer for the idealized lock. Once a core is ready to release the idealized lock,
lock transfer is instant and the next requestor wakes up immediately. Hence we evaluated the following
systems:
MESI: We simulated MESI using idealized queue-based locks (MIL) and the POSIX pthreads mutex
library (MPL). We modified the original implementation of MESI in GEMS [88] to support non-blocking
writes for a fair comparison with DeNovoND where writes are non-blocking by default. Atomic instruc-
tions used in pthreads mutex codes are simulated using blocking store fences for correct execution.
DeNovoND: We simulated DeNovoND with idealized queue-based locks (DIL) and with distributed
queue-based locks (DQL), both with a 256 bit Bloom filter (DIL-256 and DQL-256)) and, for reference,
an infinite size Bloom filter (DIL-inf and DQL-inf). For DQL, operations on the lock incur latency
consistent with table 2.2. For the signature transfer, we add a 256 bit (32 byte) payload to the lock
transfer message and simulate network traffic and latency accordingly. This is conservative for DQL-256
since the signature could be compressed. It is aggressive but reasonable for DQL-inf since DQL-inf is
intended to be a best case reference model.
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3.6.2 Workloads
We evaluated 11 benchmarks with lock synchronization, taken from various suites to represent a range
of behavior such as lock frequency, lock granularity, contention, critical section length, and shared
working-set size. We evaluated barnes (16K particles), ocean (258×258), and water (512 molecules)
from SPLASH-2 [123]; fluidanimate (35K particles) and streamcluster (8,192 points) from PARSEC
2.1 [19]; tsp (17 cities) as used in [24]; and kmeans (8,192 points, 24 dimensions, 16 centers), ssca2
(213 nodes), genome (256 nucleotides), intruder (1,024 traffic flows), and vacation (16,384 records) from
STAMP [94].
The benchmarks from SPLASH-2 and PARSEC represent traditional applications designed and
optimized to scale well with lock synchronization. The benchmarks from STAMP and tsp, however,
were originally designed for hardware and software transactional memory. We ported them to use locks
for our simulated systems. For short transactions, we directly replaced them with critical sections (tsp,
kmeans, ssca2, and intruder). For longer transactions, we used finer-grained locks (genome, vacation).
We found that 3 out of the 6 transactional applications (genome, intruder, and vacation) spent
> 70% of their execution time on lock acquire for all studied configurations. Clearly, parallelization
using lock synchronization is inappropriate for these applications, for both MESI and DeNovoND. We
therefore focus our results on the other 8 applications, referring to them as “lock-efficient” applications
(Section 3.7.1). For completeness, we separately report results for the above three lock-inefficient
applications (Section 3.7.2). We discuss optimizations to improve the performance of DeNovoND for
the lock-inefficient applications, but fundamentally, these must be parallelized using different techniques
for reasonable parallel speedups. Such techniques (including possibly transactional memory) are outside
the scope of this work.
Finally, the lock-inefficient applications showed significant non-determinism in execution time. Al-
though our timing simulations are deterministic, they depend on the state of the system when the
application is started (the Simics checkpoint at the start of the application). For different state, the
lock-inefficient applications showed varying results. We therefore ran each such application with five
different checkpoints for each system and averaged the results (the same five checkpoints are used for
all systems). We also report the results for the lock-efficient applications averaged across three different
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(a) Execution time.
(b) Memory stall time.
Figure 3.4: Execution time and memory stall time of lock-efficient applications on 6 configurations,
normalized to MIL.
checkpoints, but these applications did not show much variability across their checkpoints.
We manually analyzed and annotated all benchmarks as we would do for DPJ programs. We used
the same simulator API as in Chapter 2 to convey region information to the hardware and perform
self-invalidations.
3.7 Evaluation Results
3.7.1 Lock-Efficient Applications
Figure 3.4a shows the execution time for our 8 lock-efficient applications for the 6 configurations de-
scribed in Section 3.6.1. All bars are normalized to MIL. Each bar is divided into compute time, stall
time due to data memory accesses (henceforth referred to as memory time), barrier time, and lock
acquire time. Since we model non-blocking lock releases, lock release time is negligible. Since our focus
is on the memory system, Figure 3.4b blows up the memory time in each bar of Figure 3.4a, divided into
stalls for L1 misses resolved at L2, a remote L1, or main memory. Since all modeled systems implement
non-blocking stores, virtually all memory stalls are due to loads. Figure 3.5a presents network traffic
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(a) Network traffic (lock-efficient). (b) Network traffic (lock-inefficient).
Figure 3.5: Network traffic of all applications on MPL and DQL-256, normalized to MPL.
for the same applications on MPL and DQL-256 (normalized to MPL), classified by the message type:
load, store, queue lock/unlock, writeback, and invalidation. The queue lock/unlock traffic exists only
in DQL-256 for transferring distributed queue-based locks with signatures. For MPL, the lock traffic is
aggregated with the data load and store traffic. Note that only MPL incurs invalidation traffic. We do
not show network numbers with other configurations because they are idealized, but we confirmed that
the network results for DQL-256 stay qualitatively similar even when compared to MIL.
MIL vs. DIL-inf: For all 8 applications, DeNovoND shows the same or slightly better (up to 5%)
execution time compared to MESI with idealized locks and infinite length Bloom filter. Focusing on
memory time, again DIL-inf is either the same or better than MIL. For some applications, DIL is much
better than MIL; e.g., 47% and 84% better for kmeans and tsp respectively. This is because MIL suffers
from false sharing while DIL does not due to its per-word coherence state.
MPL vs. DQL-inf: Comparing the realistic lock implementations (but still with infinite Bloom filter
size), we find that for all 8 applications, DQL-inf shows comparable or slightly better execution time
than MPL. In fact, even compared to the idealized lock implementation in MIL, the execution time for
DQL-inf is about the same or better in 7 of 8 cases and only 4% worse in the remaining case (ssca2).
In terms of memory time, again DQL-inf is either comparable or sees large benefits due to the lack of
false sharing relative to both MPL and MIL.
Impact of finite signatures: We next evaluate the impact of restricting the Bloom filter size: DIL-inf
vs. DIL-256 and DQL-inf vs. DQL-256. The 256 bit Bloom filters show virtually the same execution
times as the infinite length filters. In terms of memory time, the two Bloom filter sizes are similar for
6 of the 8 applications. For fluidanimate and kmeans, however, the 256 bit filter shows a degradation.
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(a) Baseline. (b) “Write-Once” Atomic Region and Signature Clearing.
Figure 3.6: Total execution time of lock-inefficient applications on six configurations: (a) baseline, (b)
with “write-once” atomic region optimization and signature clearing (threshold=99%) applied, normal-
ized to the MESI with idealized locks (MIL) configuration.
For kmeans, memory time for DQL-256 continues to remain significantly better than for both MESI
configurations (20% or more better), but for fluidanimate, it is worse by 13% (the only application
where this is the case).
Fluidanimate and kmeans show the above behavior due to a confluence of a few subtle effects. First,
both use critical sections where an atomic region address that is read is also written. Often an atomic
region address read by a core was also last written by the same core (either in the previous phase or in a
previous critical section). If this address is still in the core’s cache in modified (for MESI) or registered
(for DeNovoND) state, then the read will be a hit for both MESI and DeNovoND. Otherwise, if the
address was written back, the read will be a miss for both MESI and DeNovoND. The difference between
the protocols arises for any other atomic region addresses that come along with such a read miss as part
of the same cache line. If the same core reads such an address in a subsequent critical section without
an intervening write by another core, then MESI will still hit in the cache but DeNovoND will have
to check against the Bloom filter. This could require a self-invalidation since the corresponding Bloom
filter bit may be set, resulting in an extra miss over MESI. A smaller Bloom filter exacerbates this
problem since it also results in false positives on the key domain. Further, the effect is more noticeable
in DQL than in DIL because fluidanimate and kmeans have fine-grained locks – these locks pollute the
cache and cause more replacements, exacerbating the above effect.
Network traffic: Figure 3.5a shows that for all the applications, DQL-256 has much lower traffic
than MPL (33% on average, 67% maximum). This directly translates into energy reduction.
The primary sources of these savings in DeNovoND are as follows: (1) DeNovoND does not incur
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any traffic for invalidations, a significant effect in all applications. (2) Store traffic is reduced in some
applications because store requests in DeNovoND do not bring in the cache line – they directly write
into the L1 word and only send out a registration request for that word (multiple registrations for a
given line are combined and sent on the network as mentioned in Chapter 2). (3) The net reduction
in load misses (memory time) due to the lack of false sharing (Figure 3.4b) directly leads to lower load
traffic in several applications. (4) Load traffic is further reduced because a load response only contains
valid or registered words of a cache line. Since coherence state is preserved per word, some words may
be invalid at the servicing cache.
A source for increased network traffic in DeNovoND is the 32 byte signature with all lock transfers.
Figure 3.5a shows that this is small in all our applications. It can be further reduced through compression
techniques.
Summary: Overall, our results show that for these applications, the access signature mechanism allows
DeNovoND to enjoy all the benefits of DeNovoD even in the presence of lock-based synchronization.
Further, the signature size needed is small (32 bytes).
3.7.2 Lock-Inefficient Applications
The lock-inefficient applications spend more than 70% of their time on lock acquires, but are presented
here for completeness. Figure 3.6a shows their execution times analogous to Figure 3.4a. There are
several ways in which these applications differ from the lock-efficient ones. First, as mentioned earlier,
they are dominated by lock acquire time and so need a significantly different algorithm for parallelization
and/or synchronization. These applications were originally designed to study transactional memory.
Some of them use patterns for which lock-free synchronization is commonly used.
Second, as discussed in Section 3.6.2, these applications show significant non-determinism. Although
we report results averaged over five runs starting from five different Simics checkpoints (the same five
checkpoints for each system), the variability makes comparing different systems difficult.
Third, we find that compute time varies across different systems for each of these applications.
Although not shown here, a significant fraction of compute time comes from the OS (e.g., due to
frequent memory allocations), forming the main source of the compute time variation. (The lock-
efficient applications have negligible OS compute time.) Our results must therefore be understood in
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the context of the above caveats.
MIL vs. DIL-inf: For all three applications, DIL-inf shows observably worse performance than MIL
(16% for genome, 36% for intruder, and 5% for vacation). A large part of the performance difference
appears to come from acquire time; e.g., DIL-inf spends 40% more cycles waiting for lock acquisition
than MIL with intruder. Though memory time is a very small portion, it affects acquire time by
increasing the time spent within critical sections. Our detailed results show that DIL-inf suffers from
higher memory time than MIL, especially for genome and intruder.
The higher memory time above occurs due to an access pattern where an address is written only
once in a phase and then read several times. Specifically, genome and intruder use list and hash table
data structures that store “data” or “key-data” pairs of each entry as a field of the entry object – in
these programs, the data is initialized when a new element is inserted (within a critical section) but
never modified afterwards. A core may read this data later in different critical sections – DeNovoND
will self-invalidate on such reads since it does not know if there was an intervening write since the last
read. MESI, on the other hand, will hit on such reads if they happen close enough to exploit temporal
locality.
Section 3.7.3 discusses how we can use software information to remedy the above situation. We
believe, however, that a better solution to this problem is a better synchronization construct – using
locks for such reads is overkill. Such constructs in the context of DeNovoD and DeNovoND are a key
part of our future work.
MPL vs. DQL-inf: DQL-inf performs slightly worse than MPL with genome for the same reason as
the comparison between MIL and DIL-inf. DQL-inf outperforms MPL with intruder and vacation – for
these applications, MPL has significantly higher acquire time than MIL. MPL’s pthread locks, however,
are inherently inefficient with high lock contention; therefore, this is not a fair comparison for MESI.
Thus, little can be deduced here except perhaps that DeNovoND performance seems to be in the same
range as MESI (this inability to draw a conclusion is an inherent artifact of the problem studied).
Impact of finite signatures: With smaller Bloom filter sizes, false positives exacerbate the impact
of the conservative invalidations described above; for genome and intruder – DIL-256 and DQL-256
perform worse than DIL-inf and DQL-inf by 4% to 10%.
Vacation does not suffer from the conservative invalidations of genome and intruder, but reveals a
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different source of inefficiency with smaller signatures. Figure 3.6a shows DIL-256 is 8% worse than
DIL-inf, while DQL-256 is 17% worse than DQL-inf for this application. This is mainly due to its large
working set of atomic data, which can increase the false positive rate if a Bloom filter is too small.
In addition, vacation has only one phase without any barriers in between; thus the Bloom filters get
filled up for a long period without clearing. This further exacerbates the false positive rate, resulting
in unnecessary self-invalidations and higher memory times. Section 3.7.3 describes an optimization
technique called signature clearing to deal with this issue.
Network traffic: Figure 3.5b shows network traffic of the lock-inefficient applications on MPL and
DQL-256. DQL-256 generates less network traffic (up to 48%) than MPL for all three applications
for reasons similar to that for the lock-efficient applications. In addition, with relatively high lock
contention, repeated accesses to lock variables can generate increasingly higher network traffic in MPL.
In contrast, distributed queue-based lock request/response traffic scales in proportion to the number of
lock transfers.
3.7.3 Optimizations
Handling “write-once” atomic data: As with the case with intruder and genome, once a new
entry is created and then inserted into a data structure (list, hash table, etc.), the “data” portion of the
entry may remain read-only for the entire execution while other fields of the entry are modified as the
structure grows or shrinks. In this case, classifying the “data” as atomic makes every self-invalidation
after the very first one (the memory location may have been used and freed before) unnecessary.
DeNovoND can safely get rid of these invalidations by identifying such atomic accesses as made
to a “write-once” atomic region. In addition to general information about atomic regions and effects,
software can allow such “write-once” atomic data to be marked differently by using a special region ID
or a special op-code for the write. Then DeNovoND can exploit it to prevent such data from being
self-invalidated as follows. If the data is known to be in a “write-once” atomic region, DeNovoND does
not reset its touched-atomic bit on lock transfer; therefore, when the data is accessed (read) again later,
it is treated as if it has been already accessed in the same critical section (with touched-atomic bit set)
and will not be self-invalidated, thereby eliminating several subsequent misses.
The write-once annotation can be considered to be a generalization of final variables in Java; a final
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variable can only be initialized once, either at the time of declaration or by the constructor of the class
in which it is declared [100]. Our write-once variables must be written (at most) once per parallel phase.
Signature clearing: Depending on the atomic write-set size in a phase, the fixed-size hardware
Bloom filter may get saturated (all bits set) before the phase is over. This drives the false positive rate
very high, resulting in many unnecessary self-invalidations. Saturated Bloom filters can be flash-cleared
by a simple hardware operation, but it also requires flushing out atomic words in the cache. Also, the
fact that a signature has been cleared in the releaser should be propagated to the acquirer so that the
acquirer can update its cache according to the new version of the Bloom filter. We implemented a
signature clearing algorithm that carries a vector of clearing counters per core. When signature clearing
is triggered on a core, its counter is incremented. The vector of clearing counters is transferred on a lock
transfer along with the access signature. The acquirer compares the received vector with its own, and
performs signature clearing if there exists an element in the received vector that has a larger counter
than the corresponding element in its own vector. Before the lock is transferred again, the vector is
updated to have up-to-date values.
Performance impact: Figure 3.6b presents execution times analogous to figure 3.6a, but with the
above optimizations applied.
For genome, all DeNovoND protocols now perform comparable to the MESI counterpart. Our
detailed results show large reductions in memory time from the write-once optimization (118% to 151%).
Since this reduction mainly comes from atomic accesses within critical sections, lock contention also
improved. Intruder shows similarly dramatic results in memory time improvement with consequently
large improvements in execution time for the DeNovoND configurations; acquire time is reduced by 36
to 42%, memory time by 56 to 76%, and overall execution time by 43% on average.
For vacation, DIL-256 and DQL-256 (protocols with finite Bloom filters) show performance benefits
from signature clearing; DIL-256 and DQL-256 were 17% and 8% worse than DIL-inf and DQL-inf
respectively without signature clearing. With signature clearing, with 99% filter saturation percentage
as the trigger for clearing, the difference is reduced to 5% and 2%.
Overall, the optimizations are quite effective, making the DeNovoND protocols comparable or better
than the corresponding MESI protocols even for the lock-inefficient applications.
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3.8 Summary
This chapter takes a significant step towards a vision for complexity-, performance-, and energy-efficient
multicores enabled by disciplined shared-memory programming practices. Chapter 2 showed how this
vision could be achieved for deterministic programs. This chapter develops DeNovoND, a system that
additionally supports disciplined non-determinism with minimal additional overheads and complexity
relative to DeNovo.
DeNovoND exploits a previously developed software-level guarantee that non-deterministic (atomic)
data accesses are distinguishable and protected by a lock. The key insight is to use small and simple
hardware Bloom filters to track and communicate such accesses across lock transfers, preserving De-
Novo’s previous advantages of no transient states, directory overhead, invalidation messages, or false
sharing. Underlying the data transfer mechanism is a distributed queue-based lock mechanism that
uses the cache data banks to construct a lock-waiter queue, without additional state bits or directory
storage.
DeNovoND provides comparable or better performance than MESI with the lock-efficient programs
studied here. Further, network traffic is significantly reduced, impacting energy. We also identified some
patterns in lock-inefficient code that did not work as well with DeNovoND – we showed optimizations
to mitigate those effects, but believe the correct solution lies in alternate forms of synchronization for
such codes.
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Chapter 4
DeNovoSync: Supporting Arbitrary
Synchronization without
Writer-Initiated Invalidation
In the previous two chapters, we focused primarily on supporting data accesses, assuming restricted
forms of synchronization (global barriers for determinism in DeNovoD in Chapter 2 and disciplined
locks for safe non-determinism in DeNovoND in Chapter 3) with special hardware support. For DeNovo
to be widely adopted, however, it must relax its software requirements and support programs with
arbitrary synchronization without expensive hardware support.
In this chapter, we propose DeNovoSync, an extension to the DeNovo protocols described so far that
supports programs with arbitrary synchronization without sacrificing DeNovo’s benefits. Specifically, we
do not add any new states to the protocol, and retain the properties of no writer-initiated invalidations
and no sharer’s lists. We will show that DeNovoSync can provide an efficient coherence mechanism
for a variety of synchronization patterns on a coherence protocol that does not rely on writer-initiated
invalidations.
4.1 Software Assumptions
As we extend DeNovo to support broader classes of applications, we relax our assumptions about
disciplined software. Figure 4.1 summarizes the assumptions and execution semantics for DeNovoSync
presented in this chapter. We assume that the following software properties, which are already enforced
by most modern programming languages.
1. Parallelism patterns: Software distinguishes between synchronization and data accesses (part
of the requirement for data-race-free memory models). Mainstream languages all require this; e.g.,
programmers are required to use volatile (Java) or atomic (C++) declarations for synchronization
variables [84, 25]. We assume this distinction is conveyed to the hardware as well.
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Figure 4.1: Software assumptions and execution semantics for DeNovoSync.
2. Conflicting accesses: We assume that all conflicting data accesses are ordered by “happens-
before” relations [6] formed by synchronization accesses. This is also part of the requirement for
data-race-free.
3. Execution semantics: DeNovoSync provides sequentially consistent semantics for data-race-
free programs.
DeNovoSync can run any applications that obey the above requirements. However, data consistency
performance is improved with more information. Without further information, DeNovoSync will work
correctly by invalidating all (shared, writable) data that is not registered in a core’s cache at an acquire
synchronization. However, with more information at acquires, these invalidations can be selective,
possibly yielding better performance. This information may be in the form of compiler-specified shared
writeable regions that are synchronized by the acquire (as in Chapter 2), or it may be generated
dynamically through hardware signatures (as in Chapter 3). In this chapter, we assume that the program
provides static regions that need to be invalidated at an acquire (details on how regions are passed to
the hardware are given in Section 2.2.2). Although determining this information may be difficult in the
general case,1 for the programs we examined, it was generally easy to identify because most of them
were written in a disciplined manner using high-level parallel constructs that made clear which data
was being protected by which synchronization. We leave the question of how to (semi-)automatically
(statically or dynamically) deduce such information in the general case to future work.
1To determine which region needs to be invalidated at an acquire more formally, we use the standard happens-before
definition [6]. If X is the last conflicting write ordered before a read Y by happens-before, then either (1) X must be
program ordered before Y, or (2) there must be an acquire A program ordered before Y such that X happens-before A
and there is a self-invalidation for the region of X (which is the same as the region of Y) between A and Y. This ensures
that Y never sees a “stale” value. (Note that a self-invalidation only affects non-registered data in the cache; registered
data stays in the cache across synchronization boundaries.)
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4.2 Design Overview
Our focus here is on correctly implementing synchronization accesses; i.e., accesses involved in a race [6].
We assume the correctness criteria for synchronization is sequential consistency, the strongest hardware-
level guarantee possible. Translating this to high-level safety properties when such synchronization
constructs are used in the context of otherwise disciplined code is outside the scope of this work.
Without loss of generality, we assume below that there is a two level cache hierarchy with private L1
caches and a shared L2 cache.
4.2.1 The DeNovoSync0 Protocol
The following conditions are sufficient for sequential consistency of synchronization accesses [6]:
• Write propagation: A write is eventually visible to all cores.
• Write atomicity: A write is not made visible to a read until it is visible to all cores.
• Write serialization: Writes to the same synchronization location are serialized (i.e., seen by all
cores in the same order).
• Program order: A synchronization access must not be issued until the previous (by program order)
synchronization access completes (i.e., a write is visible to all cores and a read returns its value).
We next describe how we modify the DeNovo protocol to satisfy the above conditions.
Write propagation: Since we do not have writer-initiated invalidations, a synchronization read to a
word in valid state will never see a new write. To ensure the write propagation condition, we need to
perform periodic self-invalidation for such reads so that they miss and go to the last level cache and
see the values of any newly registered writes. DeNovoSync0 always performs such a self-invalidation for
synchronization reads to valid state; i.e., unless the word is in registered state, a synchronization read
always incurs a miss.
Write atomicity: For write atomicity, DeNovoSync0 simply uses a single-reader protocol for synchro-
nization (at the word granularity, which is the coherence granularity for DeNovo). Thus, a synchroniza-
tion read is always required to register itself at the LLC and only one read can be registered at a time.
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Read registration produces read-read “races” in the protocol, which we discuss further below. Since
all synchronization reads seek registration, once a synchronization write is visible to a synchronization
read, no later read can see an older value. This ensures write atomicity.
Write serialization: DeNovo already provides write serialization by requiring writes to be registered
and allowing only a single registered write to a given location. However, with synchronization, we can
have write-write races, which the baseline DeNovo protocol did not have to handle. This is discussed
below.
Program order: The program order requirement is easily met by not issuing a synchronization access
until the previous synchronization access (by program order) is complete (i.e., registered).
Handling races: The baseline DeNovo protocol is built on the assumption of race-freedom; i.e., there
are no concurrent conflicting accesses to the same location at any time. Specifically, when a registration
request reaches the LLC in registered state, the LLC immediately updates the current registrant in its
registry and forwards the new request to the previous registrant – the previous registrant invalidates
itself and sends an ack to the new registrant without any need to inform the directory. In contrast,
many MESI protocols (including the one we study) implement a blocking transaction where the directory
serves as the intermediary for transferring the ownership from the previous to the new owner – until the
full transaction is completed (with all invalidation acks collected), the directory does not service any
new requests to that line to avoid even more complex transient states.
We continue to maintain a non-blocking registry; i.e., the registry (LLC) forwards a new registration
request to the previous registrant and continues to service other requests to the same word (including
forwarding new registrations). This can result in an L1 cache receiving a forwarded registration request
before it receives an ack for its own registration request by a remote L1. This is indicated by the word
being in invalid state – the forwarded registration is simply stored in the MSHR entry of the pending
registration. When the pending registration’s ack arrives, the cache services the stored request in its
MSHR, forwarding the registration ack (or data for a read) to the requesting core (keeping itself invalid).
Thus, instead of serializing registrations at the LLC, we build a queue distributed among the L1 caches
with pending registrations (similar to [48, 49, 117]). 2
2We did not implement a non-blocking directory for MESI because of the much higher complexity. Exploring its
potential impact on performance is part of future work.
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!
void!queue.enqueue(value!v):!
!!!!node!*pw!:=!new!node(v,!null)!
!!!!ptr!pt,!pn!
!!!!loop!
!!!!!!!!pt!:=!tail!
!!!!!!!!pn!:=!pt7>next!
!!!!!!!!if!pt!==!tail!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn!==!null!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!(CAS(&pt(>next,.pn,.pw))!!
! !!!!!break;!
!!!!!!!!!!!!else!CAS(&tail,.pt,.pn).
!!!.CAS(&tail,.pt,.pw)!
!
!
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
!
(6)
(7)!
!
value!queue.dequeue():!
!!!!ptr!ph,!pt,!pn!
!!!!loop!
!!!!ph!:=!head!!
!!!!pt!:=!tail!!
!!!!pn!:=!ph7>next!
!!!!if!ph!==!head!!
!!!!!!!!if!ph.p!==!pt.p!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn.p!==!null!return!<failure>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!CAS(&tail,.pt,.pn)..
!!!!!!!!else!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!rtn!:=!pn7>val!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!CAS(&head,.ph,.pn).break!!
!!!!free!for!reuse(ph)!!
!!!!return!rtn!
(a) enqueue().
!
void!queue.enqueue(value!v):!
!node!*pw!:=!ne !node(v,!nu l)!
!ptr!pt,!pn!
!loop!
!pt!:=!tail!
!pn!:=!pt7>next!
!!!!!!!!if!pt!==!tail!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!pn!==!null!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!(CAS( pt(>next,.pn,.p ))!!
! !!!!!break;!
!!!!!!!!!!!!else!CAS( tail,.pt,.pn).
!!!.CAS(&tail,.pt,.p )!
!
!
(1)!
(2)!
(3)
(4)
(5)
!
(6)
(7)!
!
value! . ():!
!ptr! ,! t,! !
!l !
!p !:=! a !
!pt!:=!tail !
!p !:=! 7 xt!
!if! != ! !!
!!!!!!!!if! . ! ! t. !
!!!!!!!!!!!!if! . ! ! ll!r t r ! f il !
!!!!!!!!!!!! S( t il,. t,. )..
!!!!!!!!else!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!rt !: ! 7 l!
!!!!!!!!!!!!if! S( ,. ,. ). r !!
!!!!free!f r!r s ( )!!
!!!!ret r !rt !
(b) dequeue().
Figure 4.2: Pseudo code for Michael-Scott queue.
Summary and Example: In summary, the DeNovoSync0 protocol effectively treats a synchro-
nization read like a read-modify-write (RMW), requiring registration. It does not add any new states to
the protocol and requires only a few small changes to the actions on state transitions to accommodate
registration request races.
To illustrate the working of the protocol, we apply it to an example. Figure 4.2 (adapted from [110])
shows pseudo-code for the enqueue and dequeue functions for the Michael-Scott queue [91]. Figure 4.3
shows two concurrent threads executing the enqueue function with MESI (part (a)), DeNovoSync0 (part
(b)), and DeNovoSync (part (c), to be discussed later) protocols. We focus on the two synchronization
variables, tail and tail->next here. All solid arrows represent legitimate invalidation of stale copy
or ownership transfer by R-W and W-W races respectively on MESI and DeNovo, while dashed arrows
indicate invalidation caused by read registration on false races (R-R and W-R races) for DeNovo.
Rippled lines connect a read hit and a read/write that brought in the value. Rounded and rectangular
boxes indicate whether memory accesses to tail and tail->next in each line respectively result in a
cache hit or miss.
Figures 4.3a and 4.3b show the following key differences between MESI and DeNovoSync0:
• False R-R and W-R races (edges (a), (b), (c), (d), and (g) in Figure 4.3b) trigger registration
transfer and unnecessary invalidation of unchanged values for DeNovoSync0, while MESI does
not incur any inter-thread communication for read accesses once valid copies are cached. These
conservative invalidations on DeNovoSync0 cause the additional read misses in line 1 of the second
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(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
$$$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
--------------$2nd$itera@on$------------$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
$
$
$
$
$
$
(7)$CAS(&tail,$t,$n)$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
HIT$
(e)$
(f)$
(g)$
MISS$
W-W$race,$R-W$race$ local$cache$hit$Invalida@on$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
HIT$
HIT$
HIT$
(a) MESI.
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
$$$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
-----------$2nd$itera@on$-------------$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
$
$
$
(7)$CAS(&tail,$t,$n)$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
HIT$
HIT$
(a)$
(b)$
(c)$
(d)$
(e)$
(f)$
(g)$
R-R$race,$W-R$races$ W-W$race,$R-W$race$local$cache$hit$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
MISS$
HIT$
(b) DeNovoSync0.
(1)$t$:=$tail$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
(4)$if$n$==$null$
(5)$if$(CAS(&t->next,$n,$w))$break$
(7)$CAS(&tail,$t,$n)$
(1)$t$:=$tail$
$$$$$$$$(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(2)$n$:=$t->next$
(3)$if$t$==$tail$
-------------$2nd$iteraAon$------------$
MISS$
HIT$
MISS$
MISS$
(a)$
HIT$
backoﬀ$
delay$
(b)$
(c)$
R-R$race,$W-R$races$ W-W$race,$R-W$race$local$cache$hit$
MISS$
MISS$
HIT$ MISS$
(c) DeNovoSync.
Figure 4.3: Example interleavings for enqueue() of Michael-Scott queue on MESI, DeNovoSync0, and
DeNovoSync.
iteration on thread 1 and line 3 on thread 2 relative to MESI.
• Rippled lines in Figure 4.3b show synchronization read/write hits enabled by earlier writes and
read registrations by DeNovoSync0. Without an intervening read/write, thread 1 can safely re-
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read a valid copy of tail in line (3) and (2) of the second iteration in Registered state (similar
to MESI). In addition, on thread 2, the rippled line from line (2) to (5) enables a write hit for
DeNovoSync0 as tail->next is brought in Registered state in line (2). MESI, on the other hand,
incurs a write miss on line (5).
Overall, compared to MESI, DeNovoSync0’s read registrations suffer from two extra read misses but
save a future write miss. Section 4.3 qualitatively analyzes the net impact.
4.2.2 The DeNovoSync Protocol
DeNovoSync0 is a reasonable solution for certain scenarios; e.g., with a single producer and consumer.
However, in many scenarios, requiring all synchronization reads to register results in unnecessary misses.
Specifically, with multiple waiting consumers, the synchronization data will ping-pong between the
readers unnecessarily even while there is no intervening write.
The DeNovoSync protocol continues to require registration on synchronization reads, but attempts
to delay such registration requests (in hardware) based on the perceived contention in the system. It
is inspired by the idea of software backoff in conventional synchronization mechanisms [9]. Hardware
backoff shares with software backoff the main goal of reducing contention in the system by delaying
synchronization attempts. However, hardware backoff implements more fine-grained contention control
than software backoff. Efficient, finer-granularity backoff is critical for many scenarios. For example, for
non-blocking synchronization (e.g., the Michael-Scott queue described earlier), there are often several
synchronization reads in succession and it is not reasonable to insert a software backoff before each of
them. We therefore enhance the use and scope of conventional software backoff with a hardware backoff
mechanism that adaptively delays synchronization reads to a location in non-registered state as follows.
Backoff counter
DeNovoSync uses one hardware backoff counter per core to delay the core’s synchronization read misses
(i.e., reads to non-registered state). The size of the counter determines the maximum backoff cycles and
should be determined by the system configuration; e.g., the number of cores, average miss latency, and
network characteristics. The backoff counter logic performs the following operations.
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Update counter
The backoff cycles value stored in the counter should adapt to the contention in the system. Our design
uses remote synchronization read requests coming into a core as a symptom of system contention. On
receiving a remote synchronization read request, a core downgrades from Registered to Valid state, sends
a response to the remote requester, and increments the backoff counter. The increment is determined
by a separate counter described in Section 4.2.3. The next time the core issues a synchronization read
request to a value in Valid state, it stalls for the number of cycles indicated in the updated counter,
delaying the issue of the synchronization read miss request. A synchronization variable in Valid state
is not considered a usable valid copy. We simply reuse the state to differentiate from initial reads to
Invalid state and trigger backoff delay. A synchronization read request to a value in Registered state
will be a read hit and will not trigger backoff. When the counter overflows, it wraps around to zero.
Reset counter
The backoff counter is reset on a synchronization read to registered state (i.e., a read or RMW hit).
Such a hit means that no other core intervened between the core’s last access and the current access
to the accessed location. We translate this as a low-contention status and do not delay subsequent
requests.
Wakeup from backoff
When the backoff delay expires, it unstalls the core and issues the delayed synchronization read request.
Since backoff delay is triggered only when the accessed location is in non-registered state, the core
ignores any cached copy and issues a miss.
4.2.3 Increment Counter
The backoff counter efficiently adapts to changing contention levels in the system by increasing its value
on a remote synchronization read registration request. However, a fixed increment value may not be
flexible enough to handle both extremely low and extremely high contention. If the increment is fixed
too low, the backoff counter may not climb fast enough to reduce unnecessary read registration requests
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under high contention. On the other hand, the increment of a large value may cause unnecessarily
long stalls under low contention. Therefore, we introduce another level of adaptivity for the increment
counter.
Update increment
Again, we use the number of incoming remote synchronization read registration requests to indicate
the contention level and update the increment counter accordingly. The size of the increment and the
frequency of update should be determined by considering the system configuration. We found that the
number of cores is a good indicator. For example, the increment counter is increased by the default
increment value on receiving every 16th remote synchronization read registration request for the 16-core
system evaluated in the chapter (64th request for the 64-core system). The updated increment counter
is then used to increase the backoff counter for the next remote read registration request.
Reset increment
The increment counter is reset to a default value on a release. A release indicates the successful comple-
tion of a synchronization construct and the reset prepares the core to adapt for the next synchronization.
Example
Figure 4.3c shows how the Michael-Scott enqueue() function results in a different number of misses
for the DeNovoSync0 and DeNovoSync systems. On the R-R race (a), the Registered copy of tail at
thread 2 is downgraded to Valid state and the backoff counter is updated. When the thread tries to
read tail->next in line (2), it recognizes the backoff counter is non-zero and starts the delay (assuming
tail->next is in Valid state).
While the read of tail->next is being delayed on thread 2, thread 1 can proceed with its read and
write of tail and tail->next. As a result, thread 1 can escape the loop in one iteration. Depending
on when thread 2 wakes up, it may or may not fail the test in line (3). Compared to DeNovoSync0
in Figure 4.3b, DeNovoSync can save three misses in thread 1 – line (5) in the first iteration and
(1) and (3) in the second iteration, allowing thread 1 to finish early. As will be seen in Section 4.5,
DeNovoSync quickly adapts to different levels of contention in the system. Especially under high
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contention, contending cores can save on numerous read and write misses that are doomed to fail and
repeat.
Protocol States
We still have only three protocol states for DeNovoSync/0 (meaning “both DeNovoSync0 and DeN-
ovoSync” from now on): Invalid, Valid and Registered. When the word is Invalid or not present in
the private cache, both reads and writes request registration and bring the address in Registered state.
When the word is Registered, both reads and writes hit in the cache. While DeNovoSync0 makes the
same transitions for Invalid and Valid state for all synchronization requests, DeNovoSync uses Valid
state to trigger backoff on a synchronization read request. To this end, DeNovoSync distinguishes syn-
chronization read from synchronization write requests and handles them differently in the protocol –
synchronization write requests will be immediately issued in Invalid/Valid states while synchronization
read requests may be delayed based on the backoff counter value.
4.3 Qualitative Analysis
This section qualitatively analyzes the performance of the different synchronization mechanisms on
MESI and DeNovoSync/0, using the notion of linearization points [57]. Commonly used synchronization
objects are linearizable; i.e., the operations on the object appear to occur in some total order that is
consistent with the program order in each thread and also with any ordering observable by threads [110].
With linearizable synchronization objects, we can typically identify a linearization point within each
method whose ordering determines the ordering of the method itself. To repeat on a synchronization
failure, the linearization point for acquire synchronization is usually enclosed in a loop. This loop often
includes synchronization accesses that are not linearization points; i.e., accesses that do not determine if
an attempt is successful. For example, the first Test part of Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) or equality
checks before the final CAS instruction in non-blocking algorithms do access the shared synchronization
object in the same loop, but their purpose is only to filter unsuccessful attempts early before reaching
the linearization point.
To systematically understand protocol overheads for each synchronization mechanism, we divide the
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overheads into two parts: (1) Linearization cost is the cost to execute the instruction at the linearization
point, including all coherence activities involved. (2) Pre-linearization cost is the cost of executing all
the other synchronization accesses in the synchronization loop. Note that the coherence overhead for
data accesses protected by these synchronizations may vary between the protocols, further affecting
synchronization cost; e.g., by changing contention. Further, DeNovo may inherently see lower traffic
because it has word-based coherence state and does not transfer locations in a cache line known to be
invalid. Since these overheads are orthogonal to the synchronization focus of this chapter, we do not
discuss them here, but they do affect our results in Section 4.5.
4.3.1 Locks
Atomicity synchronization ensures that a sequence of instructions executes as a single, indivisible
unit [110], and its most common form is a lock. Here we explore the commonly used single variable
based Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) lock as well as the distributed array (or list) lock.
TATAS Locks
For individual TATAS lock acquire and release, we identify their linearization points at a successful
Test-and-Set instruction for acquire, and the release write of a lock for release.
Linearization cost: When there are no or only two competing cores, the linearization cost for MESI
and DeNovo is simply a two-hop or three-hop write miss acquiring the Modified (Registered) state from
the shared LLC or the other core’s cache respectively. As the number of contending cores increases, MESI
is expected to have increasingly high linearization cost, since invalidating all cached copies increases
the release write latency for the lock. While the release write may be overlapped with subsequent
instructions at the releasing core, its latency is on the critical path of the next acquirer; the release
write will be made visible to the next acquirer only after invalidations are complete for all cores (to
ensure the write atomicity requirement for sequential consistency). In terms of network traffic, MESI
incurs increasingly high network traffic for invalidation and acknowledgment messages. On the other
hand, DeNovoSync/0 has no invalidation message overheads and only needs point-to-point registration
transfer. Thus, DeNovo’s linearization cost is expected to be independent of the number of competing
cores and generally lower than MESI’s.
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Pre-linearization cost: Pre-linearization cost occurs only for acquires and consists of reads that
perform preliminary checks to determine if it is worth proceeding to the linearization point. For MESI,
waiting cores efficiently spin on a cached copy, incurring read misses only after the lock is released. For
DeNovo, every synchronization read incurs a miss, unless the lock is Registered. Since registration can
be revoked by remote synchronization reads, read misses by such false R-R races can be a source of
performance inefficiencies for DeNovo. However, unless critical sections are very long, the percentage
of false races relative to the total registration transfers will not be high since writes (CAS acquire and
write release) by a winning core will frequently intervene between pre-linearization reads (which will
trigger legitimate registration transfer). If critical sections are long and there are multiple waiting cores,
DeNovoSync0 will suffer excessive ping-ponging of registrations between these cores, but DeNovoSync
is expected to reduce this inefficiency through its hardware backoff.
Overall, for most cases, we expect that the linearization cost will dominate since it is on the critical
path of the lock handoff; therefore, DeNovoSync/0 will perform better than MESI for execution time
and network traffic. An exception is the case of long critical sections with multiple waiters, where
DeNovoSync0’s higher pre-linearization costs may or may not be offset by its lower linearization cost.
Array Locks
To reduce synchronization overheads for highly contended locks, array locks distribute synchronization
points in space so that cores wait on different locations (array entries) in order. The linearization points
are (1) a synchronization read in the acquire loop indicating the lock for the given entry is available,
and (2) the release write of the next entry’s lock.
Linearization cost: Array locks allocate a unique memory location for each acquiring core. Lineariza-
tion involves setting of this location by the releaser and reading of the new value by the acquirer. For
DeNovoSync/0, this is a simple 2 or 3 hop registration transfer for both the release and the acquire. For
MESI, the critical path is similar (there are no excessive invalidations as for TATAS), but there are two
subtle effects. First, the transactions are slightly more complex; e.g., the acquire involves a potential
writeback to the directory and accompanying unblock messages for a blocking directory. Second, the
successful acquire read is immediately followed by a write to reset the same lock so it can be reused in
the next invocation. For DeNovoSync/0, this write is a hit since the lock is already registered by the
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acquire, but MESI needs to separately request ownership. This write latency for MESI can be on the
critical path if the critical section is too small and the ensuing data accesses cannot overlap the latency.
In that case, the write latency will be visible as an additional linearization cost for MESI. A read for
ownership transaction in MESI would eliminate that cost, but our system does not implement such a
transaction.
Pre-linearization cost: Pre-linearization includes spinning on the unique lock entry for each waiter.
Since there is only one waiter per entry, both DeNovo and MESI spin on a cached copy, with minimal
overhead.
Overall, for array locks, we expect comparable performance except for very small critical sections
(where MESI may be worse) and higher traffic for MESI due to its more complex transactions and
additional ownership request.
4.3.2 Non-Blocking Algorithms
It is common that non-blocking algorithms (1) linearize at their final CAS instruction, and (2) perform
relatively many reads for equality checks to guarantee fast forward progress until the linearization point
(e.g., Figure 4.2).
Linearization cost: Non-blocking algorithms provide atomicity of concurrent operations by lin-
earizing cores that successfully execute the final CAS instruction. Similar to TATAS locks, MESI
adds significant invalidation overheads for linearization cost with many competing cores, while DeNovo
requires only a single point-to-point communication.
Pre-linearization cost: Non-blocking algorithms tend to have many repeated reads for equality
checks on multiple synchronization variables before the linearization point. In this case where synchro-
nization read-to-write ratio is high, DeNovo with pessimistic reader-initiated self-invalidation is likely
to suffer from spurious read misses from R-R and W-R registration transfer. While MESI can perform
such reads without any cost unless there is a true race, we expect DeNovo to have high pre-linearization
cost proportional to the number of synchronization read accesses.
Overall, under relatively low contention, DeNovoSync/0 may offset its high pre-linearization cost
with its lower linearization cost compared to MESI. Under high contention, DeNovoSync0 will likely see
the negative impact of pre-linearization cost while DeNovoSync can mitigate the impact with hardware
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backoff.
4.3.3 Barriers
For barriers, separate linearization and pre-linearization points can be defined for arrival and departure
phases. Signaling arrival (e.g., incrementing the arrived core counter for centralized barriers or reversing
and propagating parent’s flag for tree barriers) and departure (e.g., reversing the sense(s) and prop-
agating the updated sense to waiting cores) belongs to linearization, while pre-linearization includes
unsuccessful checks (synchronization reads) of sense/flags (in a loop).
Linearization cost: For a centralized barrier, for arrival, both MESI and DeNovo incur high lin-
earization cost by serializing cores incrementing the arrived core counter. MESI with blocking directory
may suffer from extra queuing and messaging delays than DeNovo when the counter is severely con-
tended. On departure, the release of a centralized barrier allows many readers to proceed. For MESI,
this adds invalidation related overheads to linearization cost similar to TATAS locks. For DeNovo, we
expect a potentially higher cost because all the waiting readers incur serialized registrations, adding to
the critical path.
The linearization cost for both MESI and DeNovo is lowered with tree barriers since these reduce
the number of threads synchronizing on a given location. Trees in tree barriers can be configured with
different width and depth, depending on the number of child threads synchronized for the same parent
thread. Regardless of the tree structure, there is only one reader and one writer for each node in the
trees: an owner thread for a given tree node and its parent thread. For arrival, the owner thread updates
its node (flag) and its parent thread reads it to see if the thread has arrived and vice versa for departure.
Thus, the case of a distributed tree barrier is similar to that of an array lock, and we expect similar
latency for both DeNovo and MESI.
Pre-linearization cost: Pre-linearization cost for barriers comes from synchronization reads by cores
waiting for their flag to be reversed. Again, MESI efficiently spins from the local cache. DeNovoSync/0
pays similar costs for distributed tree barriers with only one reader per node. For scenarios with a
large number of readers (i.e., centralized barrier), DeNovoSync0 sees a negative effect on network traffic
through ping-ponging registrations, while DeNovoSync partly mitigates this effect through the hardware
backoff.
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Overall, MESI and DeNovo perform comparably for distributed tree barriers, behaving similar to
array-based locks. DeNovo, however, can potentially suffer from higher pre-linearization and lineariza-
tion costs with worse performance and traffic for centralized barriers. We note, however, that centralized
barriers with many readers and one writer contending for a single variable is not a scalable synchro-
nization pattern regardless of the coherence protocol. For best absolute performance, tree barriers
with limited read sharing per synchronization variable are preferred. DeNovoSync is expected to be
comparable to MESI in both execution time and traffic for such scalable barriers.
4.4 Methodology
For our evaluations, We use the same set of simulator tools as used in DeNovo (Chapter 2) and DeN-
ovoND (Chapter 3). Table 4.2 shows the key parameters of our simulated systems.
4.4.1 Simulated Systems
We evaluated the following systems:
• MESI: We used the GEMS implementation of the MESI protocol [88], modified to support non-
blocking writes for a fair comparison with DeNovo (where writes are non-blocking by default).
• DeNovoSync0: DeNovoSync0 implements the protocol as described in Section 4.2.1.
• DeNovoSync: DeNovoSync enhances DeNovoSync0 with the hardware backoff mechanism from
Section 4.2.2, using the following parameters: 9-bit backoff counter with 1-cycle default increment
for 16 cores and 12-bit backoff counter with 64-cycle default increment for 64 cores.
4.4.2 Workloads
We study several synchronization kernels as well as applications from standard benchmark suites. The
kernels allow analyzing the new protocols in detail and showing that they can efficiently support a large
variety of synchronization patterns. The applications are dominated by data accesses, but show that
DeNovo can fully support common workloads.
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Synchronization Kernels
We evaluated 24 synchronization kernels covering several lock-based concurrent data structures, non-
blocking data structures, and barriers.
For lock-based structures, we adapted 5 kernels from [92]: single-lock queue, double-lock queue,
stack, heap, and counter. The original kernels in [92] used Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) locks. We
also evaluated them using the more efficient array/list based queuing locks [12]. The critical sections
of most of the above kernels have a small number of data accesses for one or two shared variables (e.g.,
pointers to queue head/tail or stack top) which allows us to isolate protocol behaviors for synchronization
accesses. To cover a larger space, we also wrote a small kernel, large CS, with larger critical sections of
fixed length, again both with TATAS and array locks. We did not use software backoff for any of the
above kernels because our preliminary experiments with TATAS based kernels showed increased benefit
of DeNovo over MESI for software backoff (further discussed in Section 4.5.1).
For non-blocking data structures, we adapted 6 kernels from [92]: Michael-Scott queue, PLJ queue,
Treiber stack, Herlihy stack, Herlihy heap, and FAI counter. Each kernel has a software exponential
delay in the range of [128, 2048) cycles to backoff after a failed attempt.
For barriers, we evaluated a static binary tree barrier, a static tree barrier with non-binary fan-in
of 4 and fan-out of 2, and a centralized sense-reversing barrier derived from pseudo codes in [110]. To
examine how the variance in the amount of parallel work between barriers can affect barrier performance,
we evaluated a load-balanced and an unbalanced version for each barrier.
As mentioned, we perform region-based static self-invalidation for data consistency. We manually
identified memory locations protected by each synchronization function call, assigned regions for them,
and inserted self-invalidation instructions before read. Kernels have only a few shared data variables
(e.g., a single queue or stack entry) so we put them in one region. For applications, we manually
analyzed update patterns of shared data to minimize unnecessary invalidations as we did for benchmarks
in Chapter 2 and 3.
We ran 100 iterations of each kernel (1,000 for FAI counter due to its very small size) with dummy
computations in between to spread out iterations. In each iteration, a queue, stack, or a heap kernel
executes one insertion and one retrieval (or deletion) function call for one entry to/from the shared
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SPLASH-2 Input PARSEC Input
FFT m16 fluidanimate sim small
LU n256 blackscholes sim medium
barnes 8192 swaptions sim small
radix 524288 canneal sim small
water 512 ferret sim small
ocean 258 x264 sim medium
bodytrack sim medium
Table 4.1: Benchmark inputs.
# of cores 16 cores 64 cores
Processor Parameters
Core frequency 2 Ghz
Memory Hierarchy and Network Parameters
L1 data cache 32KB, 64 bytes line
L2 (NUCA)
4MB, 16 banks 8 MB, 64 banks
64 bytes line
Memory 4GB, 4 on-chip controllers
L1 hit latency 1 cycle
L2 hit latency 28 to 68 cycles 28 to 140 cycles
Remote L1 hit latency 37 to 97 cycles 37 to 205 cycles
Memory hit latency 197 to 277 cycles 197 to 421 cycles
Network parameters 2D mesh, 16 bit flits
Table 4.2: Simulated system parameters for DeNovoSync.
data structure, a counter kernel performs a single increment, and a barrier kernel executes two barrier
instances around dummy computation. The length of the dummy computations is randomly chosen
in the range of [1400, 1800) cycles for 16 cores and [6200, 6600) cycles for 64 cores, except that the
unbalanced versions of barriers use [400, 2800) cycles for 16 cores and [1600, 11,200) cycles for 64 cores.
Benchmarks
We evaluated 13 benchmarks from SPLASH-2 [123] and PARSEC 3.1 benchmark suites [19]. Table 4.1
shows the benchmarks and their input parameters. The benchmarks are chosen to represent programs
with different synchronization patterns including locks, barriers, producer-consumer synchronization
(pipeline parallelism), and aggressive lock-free synchronization. We show results with 64 cores for all
except two benchmarks. Results for ferret and x264 are for 16 cores because the simulation inputs
provided do not fully utilize 64 cores concurrently. In all cases, we inserted region-based static self-
invalidation instructions, both in the application code and in the POSIX thread library synchronization
routines that were used.
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Figure 4.4: Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) locks based synchronization.
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Figure 4.5: Array locks based synchronization.
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Figure 4.6: Non-blocking algorithms.
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Figure 4.7: Barrier synchronization (UB = unbalanced computations).
4.5 Evaluation Results
We next validate our qualitative analysis by evaluating a variety of synchronization kernels (Sec-
tion 4.5.1) and applications (Section 4.5.2).
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4.5.1 Results for Synchronization Kernels
Figure 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show results for synchronization kernels using TATAS locks, array locks,
non-blocking algorithms, and barriers respectively. In each figure, parts (a) and (b) respectively show
the execution time and network traffic for MESI (denoted M), DeNovoSync0 (denoted DS0), and DeN-
ovoSync (denoted DS) protocols, all normalized to MESI, for a 16 core system. Parts (c) and (d) show
the analogous data for a 64 core system. We measure time in cycles and network traffic in terms of flit
crossings across all network links (i.e., a flit going over one network link constitutes one unit of network
traffic).
Parts (a) and (c) in each figure divide the execution time into multiple components. The gray
(non-synch) component is the computation time spent between iterations of the studied synchroniza-
tion kernels. These non-synchronization cycles are not affected by our techniques, but changing their
length may increase/decrease the contention level. The rest of the components all represent the time
spent strictly within invocations of the synchronization kernels for computation and memory accesses to
data and synchronization variables (as described in Section 4.4, most kernels are dominated by synchro-
nization accesses). These components consist of compute time (1 cycle per instruction, not including
software backoff cycles), memory stall time for both synchronization and data accesses inside the kernel,
software backoff time, hardware backoff time (only for DeNovoSync), and barrier stall time. Barrier
stall time measures the time spent in the barrier at the end of the kernels for non-barrier kernels, which
can indicate possible load imbalance caused by contention in synchronization methods. Note that a
large part of compute time is from spinning synchronization read accesses (cache hits), so it can vary
across protocols.
Parts (b) and (d) in each figure divide the network traffic based on the message type. For MESI,
we show load, store, writeback, and invalidation (including ack) messages. For DeNovo, we show data
load, data store, synchronization (load, store, and RMW), and writeback messages.3
3For MESI, our system does not explicitly identify loads and stores as synchronization or data. We use fences to enforce
ordering at the acquire and release synchronization points. We therefore do not separate LD/ST traffic into data and
synchronization for MESI. For DeNovo, on the other hand, such information was readily available and we report it here.
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Test-and-Test-and-Set (TATAS) Locks
Figure 4.4 shows that across all synchronization kernels using TATAS locks, DeNovoSync outperforms
MESI in terms of execution time (31% on average) and network traffic (42% on average) for 16 and 64
cores.
MESI vs. DeNovoSync0: DeNovoSync0 outperforms MESI on both systems except for large CS on
16 cores. The benefit in execution time ranges from 20% to 36% (average 25%) on 16 cores and an
even higher 40% to 45% (average 41%) on 64 cores. Based on the analysis in Section 4.3, this benefit
occurs because MESI incurs higher linearization cost in the form of invalidation/ack latencies on the
critical path from lock release to the next successful acquire. For these kernels, which have small critical
sections, the linearization cost dominates pre-linearization cost as explained in Section 4.3. Further, this
cost increases in larger systems when more cores need to be invalidated, explaining the higher benefit
for 64 core systems. For the large CS kernel, on the other hand, higher pre-linearization cost from false
registration transfers makes DeNovoSync0 perform slightly (3%) worse than MESI on 16 cores. On 64
cores, however, this effect is mitigated by MESI’s higher linearization cost and DeNovoSync0 shows 29%
reduction in execution time.
DeNovoSync0 reduces network traffic by 35% on average over MESI on 16 and 64 cores, except for
large CS where it suffers from high read miss rates as discussed above. The main reasons for reduced
traffic on DeNovo are: (1) lack of invalidation/ack traffic (which contributes about 20% of network
traffic for MESI), and (2) per-word coherence granularity for DeNovo which allows sending only valid
data. The latter significantly reduces response traffic for synchronization requests on DeNovo since
most software pads lock variables to avoid false sharing.
DeNovoSync0 vs. DeNovoSync: DeNovoSync is comparable or better than DeNovoSync0 for all
TATAS-based kernels on 16 and 64 cores (average 5% and 13% lower execution time and 14% and 16%
lower network traffic). The benefit comes from delaying unnecessary synchronization read registrations,
improving both network traffic and execution time through reduced contention.
Impact of lock padding: We ran all TATAS kernels without lock padding and found that most
showed worse performance for MESI than the original versions due to false sharing. However, per-
formance gaps between MESI and DeNovoSync/0 are also reduced by removing the padding because
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DeNovo has to issue more read/write requests separately for locks and data in the same cache line.
Impact of software backoff: We conducted a sensitivity study to see the impact of software backoff on
TATAS-based kernels. We ran the kernels with exponential software backoff in the range of [128,2048)
cycles. We found that the performance gap between DeNovoSync0 and MESI increased significantly (up
to 70% on 64 cores), relative to kernels without software backoff. Similar to hardware backoff, software
backoff also separates failed synchronization read accesses. As a result, it reduces read misses from false
races for DeNovoSync/0. On the other hand, its does not affect invalidation latency for MESI, which is
the largest source of memory stall time in these kernels.
Array Locks
Figure 4.5 shows that for array lock based kernels, DeNovoSync0 and DeNovoSync show similar perfor-
mance and traffic. As analyzed in Section 4.3, the single-reader design of array locks does not generate
spurious registrations and does not benefit from DeNovoSync’s backoff.
Compared to MESI, DeNovoSync/0 provides comparable or (up to 24%) better performance except
for heap and reduces network traffic by 64% on average. As discussed in Section 4.3, for the most part,
synchronization related pre-linearization and linearization costs for MESI and DeNovo are largely similar
except for subtle effects; e.g., DeNovo saves one write miss whose latency may or may not be overlapped
in MESI, depending on the critical section length. Based on detailed analysis of our experiments, we
find that the overall performance of array lock kernels is therefore sensitive to the nature of the critical
section computation.
Four of the six kernels (all except large CS and heap) have very small critical sections; therefore,
the additional write miss for MESI adversely impacts performance, giving DeNovo an advantage. Large
CS has a large critical section, which removes this advantage, and both MESI and DeNovo see com-
parable performance. Heap also has a high number of data accesses, but their unpredictability makes
DeNovo suffer from conservative region-based static self-invalidations as follows. Heap re-balances its
tree as entries are inserted/deleted, requiring a data-dependent traversal of the tree nodes. Without a
priori knowledge of which nodes have been previously updated, DeNovo conservatively self-invalidates
all nodes, resulting in unnecessary data misses as well as increasing synchronization wait times for
subsequent acquirers. DeNovo therefore performs 6% and 7% worse than MESI on 16 and 64 cores
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respectively. This can be remedied using dynamic hardware signatures to more precisely determine
what data to invalidate as in [119], but is orthogonal to the synchronization focus of this work.
Finally, DeNovo’s traffic savings are for the same reasons as for the TATAS locks and saved write
misses.
Non-Blocking Algorithms
Figure 4.6 shows that the non-blocking data structures exhibit varying performance depending on their
access patterns and system contention. On 16 cores, both DeNovoSync0 and DeNovoSync perform
comparably or better than MESI (average of 14% better execution time and 60% better traffic). On 64
cores, DeNovoSync outperforms MESI (by an average of 28% for execution time and 54% for traffic).
DeNovoSync0, however, often does worse than MESI on 64 cores; e.g., up to 60% worse execution time.
MESI vs. DeNovoSync0: As discussed in Section 4.3, DeNovoSync0 suffers from high pre-linearization
cost caused by unnecessary registration transfers for many synchronization reads on multiple variables.
On 16 cores, this cost is offset by MESI’s higher linearization cost (due to invalidations). Thus, all
kernels show comparable or better performance and network traffic for DeNovoSync0. With increased
number of cores, threads experience more failed equality checks before reaching the linearization point,
and DeNovoSync0 is likely to suffer from increased unnecessary read registrations and misses due to
interference from remote synchronization reads. For 3 of the 6 non-blocking kernels, DeNovoSync0
therefore performs worse than MESI by 28% on average on 64 cores.
DeNovoSync0 vs. DeNovoSync: Under low contention and with software backoff delay, DeN-
ovoSync’s hardware backoff does not provide visible performance boost over DeNovoSync0 (2% better
on average for 16 cores). On the other hand, as contention increases on 64 cores, DeNovoSync performs
much better than DeNovoSync0 (by 30% and 41% on average for execution time and network traffic
respectively). Figure 4.6 shows that the improved performance directly comes from replacing memory
stall time with smaller hardware backoff cycles.
Software Modifications: We observed that many non-blocking algorithms are designed to perform
well on systems with a writer-initiated invalidation protocol. Since a core can spin on a cached copy
on such systems, most non-blocking algorithms have repeated equality checks comparing a shared vari-
able’s current value and a core’s local snapshot. These checks help non-blocking algorithms make faster
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progress on a failed attempt. The same checks do more harm than good for reader-initiated invalidation
protocols like DeNovo. If synchronization reads occur much more frequently than writes in a synchro-
nization loop, read registration requests will end up ping-ponging registration between readers, forcing
them to miss even if shared variables are not updated at all. Since many equality checks exist only
for performance but not for correctness, removing/adding some checks is safe. In our experiments, we
modified Herlihy stack and Herlihy heap from [92] to reduce the number of such checks (these kernels
had the most equality checks among those we tested).
We saw that the modifications significantly shortened execution time for both MESI and DeNovo,
but DeNovoSync saw much higher improvement than MESI, with 41% and 79% lower execution time
on average on 16 and 64 cores compared to the unmodified version. Network traffic also reduced by
up to 78% on 64 cores. Studying how implementation details of synchronization algorithms may affect
their behaviors on different coherence protocols is an interesting future research direction.
Barriers
Figure 4.7 shows that DeNovo performs comparably or better than MESI for the barrier kernels studied
on 16 and 64 cores except for centralized barrier with highly unbalanced computations (denoted UB)
on 64 cores. For network traffic, the DeNovo protocols are better (67% on average) than MESI for the
tree barriers, but much worse for the centralized barrier.
As discussed in Section 4.3, since the tree barriers exhibit a single producer and single consumer
scenario for the linearization synchronization variable, all protocols behave similarly for execution time.
DeNovoSync/0 sees much lower traffic for reasons similar to other kernels above.
For centralized barriers, MESI has higher linearization cost during arrival than DeNovo while De-
Novo has higher linearization cost during departure, as discussed in Section 4.3. With load balanced
computations, these effects offset each other and the execution times for all protocols are comparable.
In case of higher load imbalance, however, DeNovo suffers from even more read registrations (and higher
pre-linearization cost) than the load-balanced case, delaying the linearization point. As a result, DeN-
ovoSync/0 performs worse than MESI by 9% and 14% on 16 and 64 cores respectively. The excessive
registrations in the pre-linearization and linearization phases for DeNovo result in high traffic in both
load-balanced and imbalanced cases.
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Figure 4.8: Execution time and network traffic for MESI and DeNovoSync for applications.
Nevertheless, comparing absolute performance of centralized and tree barriers, we confirmed that
tree barriers are better for both our 16 and 64 core systems. Our results thus show that as long as
designed in a distributed and scalable fashion, DeNovo can provide reasonable performance even for
barrier synchronization (and more generally, conditional synchronization) where the synchronization
accesses are mostly reads.
4.5.2 Results for Applications
Figure 4.8 shows execution time and network traffic for 13 benchmarks (ferret and x264 on 16 cores,
others on 64 cores) on MESI (denoted M) and DeNovoSync (denoted DS), normalized to MESI. The
components for each bar are as for the synchronization kernels except that there is no separation of
non-synchronization time. We see that DeNovoSync provides comparable execution time to MESI (4%
better on average) – it is noticeably better for LU, water, ocean, and ferret (up to 36% better), but 7%
worse for fluidanimate. For network traffic, DeNovoSync is 24% better than MESI on average for all
benchmarks. We next discuss the applications in more detail, classified by the synchronization patterns
they include.
Barrier-only: FFT, LU, blackscholes, swaptions, and radix use only barrier synchronization (with
tree barriers). For execution time, as expected, DeNovoSync is comparable to MESI. It provides a
slight advantage for LU since LU exhibits data false sharing with MESI (which DeNovo avoids due to
word-level coherence [38]). DeNovoSync significantly reduces network traffic because it does not incur
invalidations, load responses do not contain invalid parts of the cache line, and stores involve only
registration [38].
Barriers and locks: Bodytrack, barnes, water, ocean, and fluidanimate use both barriers and locks.
Except for fluidanimate, DeNovoSync shows comparable or (up to 30%) better execution time than
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MESI for these applications. For fluidanimate, DeNovoSync is 7% worse because of the use of static
self-invalidations for shared data protected by critical sections. Self-invalidating all data in writeable
regions at every lock acquire results in unnecessary invalidation of valid data for this application. As
discussed in the previous section for array-based lock heap in Section 4.5.1, we can reduce unnecessary
read misses with more dynamic solutions. DeNovoSync shows substantial savings in network traffic for
these applications as expected.
Non-blocking synchronization: canneal is a unique benchmark that synchronizes shared pointers in
an aggressive lock-free loop with CAS instructions. Unlike other applications, synchronization forms a
large fraction of the memory accesses in canneal. Again, DeNovoSync shows comparable execution time
and reduced network traffic relative to MESI.
Pipeline parallelism: ferret and x264 use pipeline parallelism, a parallel pattern that has not been
previously evaluated for DeNovo. Again, relative to MESI, DeNovoSync shows comparable or better
(by 5% for ferret) execution time, with an average network traffic reduction of 29%.
Overall, DeNovoSync efficiently supports a variety of applications, without restrictions on synchro-
nization patterns.
4.6 Summary
The DeNovo system has shown that hardware coherence for data accesses can be made much simpler and
more efficient by leveraging software information and properties like data-race-freedom. However, adding
support for races on a protocol driven by race-free software could potentially undermine all the benefits
of the existing systems. DeNovoSync presented in this chapter showed that leveraging access patterns
of synchronization operations can help design a simple yet flexible mechanism that can support the
coherence and consistency requirements of synchronization accesses. While the simple “single-reader”
approach proposed for DeNovoSync0 may suffer from conservative invalidations and traffic under high
contention, delaying these reads with a contention-dependent backoff as in DeNovoSync can improve
performance significantly. We compared our new protocols with the state-of-the-art MESI on several
synchronization constructs including those for challenging non-blocking data structures. We found our
technique to be quite competitive and in many cases much better.
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Chapter 5
Related Work
A vast body of work has focused on improving the shared-memory hierarchy, including coherence pro-
tocol optimizations (e.g., [79, 85, 87, 103, 116, 90]), relaxed consistency models [44, 46], using coarse-
grained (multiple contiguous cache lines, also referred to as regions) cache state tracking (e.g., [28, 97,
127]), smart spatial and temporal prefetching (e.g., [114, 122]), bulk transfers (e.g., [14, 32, 53, 55]),
producer-initiated communication [1, 75]), cache and directory design with flexible granularity [129, 77,
130], recent work specifically addressing multicore hierarchies (e.g., [16, 52, 128]), and many more. Our
work is inspired by much of this literature, but our focus is on a holistic rethinking of the cache hierarchy
driven by disciplined software programming models to benefit hardware complexity, performance, and
power. In this chapter, we elaborate on work that is most closely related.
5.1 Software-Hardware Co-designed Systems
Recently, there has been active research in leveraging software knowledge to address inefficiencies in
hardware design.
The recent SARC coherence protocol [67] also exploits the data-race-free programming model, but
its goal is to improve the conventional directory-based protocol [7]. SARC self-invalidates “tear-off,
read-only” (TRO) copies of data to save power. However, SARC does not eliminate directory storage
overhead or reduce protocol complexity like the DeNovo system does. Also, the concept of touched bit,
which plays an important role in the DeNovo system, is not present in SARC.
VIPS-M [107] improves on SARC by adopting self-invalidations, similarly to DeNovo. It uses pri-
vate/shared information about data to perform self-invalidation and eliminates the directory by perform-
ing write-through at synchronization points. It implements a write-through protocol for synchronization
accesses and claims that delaying the completion of a write-through helps in reducing spinning by other
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cores. The approach is similar to the delaying of QOLB attempts in [104]. However, VIPS-M is not clear
about how it deals efficiently with synchronization algorithms with multiple synchronization variables
and frequent reads to them, such as non-blocking algorithms. If many variables cause delayed write-
through, they may interfere with each other’s progress, causing degraded synchronization latency.1 The
authors recently proposed a synchronization mechanism [108] to address the issues with synchronization
support in VIPS-M.
Callback [108] implements a directory dedicated to spin-waiting reads so that readers can be notified
when a write occurs. The callback mechanism in [108] shares the same goal as DeNovoSync to provide
coherence support for synchronization accesses without re-introducing writer-initiated invalidations, but
it is different in the following aspects: (1) in Callback, cores bypass local caches and register callback at
the LLC on every synchronization read to ensure that the read does not see stale data, even if there are
no intervening writes. DeNovo allows synchronization reads to hit in local caches as long as the data is
in Registered state, which guarantees up-to-date data and no intervening synchronization accesses. (2)
In addition to the data vs. synchronization distinction, Callback requires a more fine-grained distinction
for synchronization writes (i.e., waking up one reader or all readers) depending on the synchronization
mechanism in which they are used. Such a distinction is not trivially given and requires automatic
or manual semantic analysis to identify which type of synchronization writes should be used, followed
by code modifications. In contrast, data-race-free memory models adopted by modern languages (the
only software assumption made by DeNovoSync) imply a data vs. synchronization distinction and
do not require any additional code annotation or modification. Interestingly, the evaluation in [108]
shows that exponential backoff is as efficient as the callback mechanism in most cases as long as the
right parameters are used. DeNovoSync addresses the flexibility issue with exponential backoff with an
adaptive mechanism that adjusts backoff parameters in response to different contention levels.
Rigel [71], with a task-centric memory model [70] for accelerator architectures, exploits the pop-
ular sharing patterns in accelerator workloads to enforce coherence with explicit software-managed
instructions at barriers. DeNovoD in Chapter 2 shares with Rigel the key motivation for focusing on
applications with barriers only and providing software-driven coherence for such applications. However,
Rigel requires that all dirty lines to the global shared cache be flushed at the end of each phase, whereas
1We corresponded with the authors to confirm that VIPS-M is not designed for lock-free data structures.
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DeNovo can keep up-to-date data in local caches with write registration and selective self-invalidations.
In addition, the overall DeNovo system, including DeNovoND and DeNovoSync in Chapters 3 and 4,
supports a larger scope of applications with different sharing patterns (other than Bulk-Synchronous
Parallelism) and unstructured synchronizations while keeping the coherence overheads minimal.
Cohesion [72], based on the Rigel architecture, proposes a hybrid memory model that switches
between hardware and software coherence depending on the sharing patterns in accelerator applications.
Cohesion uses the notion of “region” of memory to track which coherence domain (HW or SW) a
region belongs to and to control coherence domain transitions. Regions in Cohesion require much more
hardware support than DeNovo, as Cohesion requires coarse-grained and fine-grained region tables
with mappings for all memory locations to handle transitions between coherence domains. DeNovo, a
unified (not a hybrid) coherence solution, does not need such overheads because it uses regions only for
selective self-invalidations, and its storage overheads for regions are limited to private caches. Cohesion
does not address existing limitations of software and directory-based hardware coherence mechanisms,
while DeNovo simplifies hardware coherence protocol design with software-coherence inspired ideas.
Min and Baer proposed a timestamp-based software-assisted coherence scheme without global co-
herence communication [93]. It relies on sophisticated compile-time analysis of memory dependencies,
including perfect branch prediction for maintaining coherence. The overall DeNovo system takes a
software-hardware co-design approach that exploits compiler/software-provided information for better
complexity and efficiency of hardware coherence, while the hardware in [93] cannot guarantee correct
execution without software assistance. DeNovo also allows dirty copies to stay in private caches for
better data reuse, while [93] requires that writes go to a shared cache if there are potential conflicts.
More recently, TSO-CC [45] proposed a self-invalidation based coherence protocol for the TSO
memory model. However, while it reduces writer-initiated invalidation overheads with self-invalidation,
it also introduces many hardware mechanisms, such as timestamps and epochs, and complicated logics
to maintain them.
Dir1SW [58] simplifies a directory protocol that adds little complexity to message-passing hardware
but efficiently supports programs written within the CICO model [78]. However, it reduces transient
states by handling multiple-message requests by trapping to the software trap handlers. While CICO
achieves simplicity by oﬄoading the complexity to the software and operating systems, DeNovo funda-
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mentally eliminates transient states in the protocol (assuming data-race freedom).
5.2 Hardware Optimizations for Coherence and Synchronization
More hardware-oriented research to improve the performance/storage efficiency of coherence and syn-
chronization hardware also shares its goal with DeNovo and inspired it in many ways.
Atomic Coherence [121] leverages properties of nanophotonics, e.g., fast communication latency
with little power, to simplify coherence protocols by eliminating races and guaranteeing atomic non-
split transactions. DeNovo has shown that coherence protocols can eliminate protocol races without
any restriction on substrates (it has been evaluated on a non-blocking mesh network).
Both SWEL [102] and POPS [59] use the classification of private vs. shared data to take different
coherence actions for higher performance and storage efficiency. Similarly to Atomic Coherence [121],
SWEL relies on a shared broadcast bus for sending invalidations more efficiently than MESI directory
protocols on a point-to-point network only. While SWEL projects that its bus will scale well since it is
used only for coherence traffic after 16 cores, DeNovo requires no special network substrate for simpler
coherence and comparable or better performance than MESI on a 64-core system.
POPS focuses on achieving lower data and metadata access latencies and larger effective cache
capacity by changing coherence protocol action based on the observed sharing pattern, i.e., whether
accesses are to private or shared data. POPS is similar to DeNovo in that it simplifies coherence for
private data. POPS delegates coherence handling to local caches for private data to free up space
and reduce requests at the last-level cache, while DeNovo allows accesses to private data to stay in
local caches as long as the data is Registered. However, POPS does not address the complexity of
the underlying protocol, focusing more on cache efficiency. DeNovo aims to simplify coherence with
comparable or better performance and reduced network traffic. The predictor table used in [59] to
optimize coherence actions for different access patterns can be adapted for a realistic prediction scheme
for direct point-to-point transfer as described in Chapter 2.
Dynamic self-invalidation [79] proactively downgrades cache lines before conflicting accesses to re-
duce invalidation overheads as well as access latencies for conflicting accesses. It requires additional
hardware logic and storage to predict blocks for self-invalidation and adds more protocol states to ex-
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isting protocols. In contrast, self-invalidation in DeNovo completely eliminates invalidation traffic while
significantly simplifying the protocol.
Implicit QOLB [104] explores how Queue-On-Sync-Bit [48], a hardware distributed lock mechanism,
can be applied to synchronization accesses. It explores Read-For-Ownership (RFO) [65] as an optimiza-
tion for reducing write misses on synchronization accesses. RFO in the paper is defined in the context
of prefetching ownership on a read before actual synchronization writes. While comparing potential
optimizations with different trade-offs, the authors dismissed RFO, projecting that it will generate spu-
rious read misses. We show that, for many synchronization algorithms where the read-to-write ratio is
low or intermediate under reasonable contention, RFO can be a simple yet effective solution.
5.3 GPU Coherence Protocol Designs
Heterogeneous systems with CPU and GPGPU cores have become a promising solution that can address
the energy wall while providing high throughput. What is inspiring for DeNovo is that GPU program-
ming models for such systems share many common features and characteristics with the disciplined
programming models that drive the DeNovo project. They effectively enforce structured parallelism by
encapsulating computations on the GPU in separate GPU kernel invocations, which gives clear bound-
aries between CPU and GPU computations, and between different GPU computations. In addition,
data-race-freedom is guaranteed as the CPU and GPU work on their own memory systems, and shared
data is explicitly moved and flushed between them. Recently, there has been strong demand for co-
herent memory for CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems to make them more general-purpose. Current
commercial implementations simply flush dirty data and invalidate the entire cache on synchronization
for coherence, which has great potential for improvement and inspired research in more sophisticated
CPU-GPU coherence design [113, 54, 101]. Applying DeNovo ideas to designing a simple and efficient
coherence protocol for such systems [74] is a great starting point for the commercial adoption of DeNovo.
Temporal Coherence for GPU architectures [113] proposes a timestamp-based coherence protocol
that uses synchronized counters to self-invalidate cache blocks and maintain coherence without messages.
Though it eliminates unnecessary traffic by predicting how long data can stay valid, it relies heavily on
the precision of the hardware prediction scheme and limits its applicability to GPU kernels with regular
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and predictable access patterns. DeNovo, with support for both deterministic and non-deterministic
accesses and arbitrary synchronizations, puts fewer restrictions on the software supported. In addition,
with registration in local caches, DeNovo never invalidates up-to-date (registered) data in local caches,
whereas Temporal Coherence may if prediction fails.
QuickRelease [54] improves the performance of write-combining caches on GPUs for applications with
fine-grained synchronizations. Similar to write-combining for per-word writes in DeNovo, QuickRelease
leverages the release consistency model to reduce write request traffic. Its FIFO store queue can be
applied to DeNovo to improve its write-combining performance. With caches divided into read-only and
write-only sub-caches, QuickRelease triggers invalidations for read copies when write copies are evicted
or reach the head of the FIFO queue. This incurs non-negligible overheads, as its performance results
suggest, while DeNovo does not incur invalidation traffic.
Heterogeneous System Coherence (HSC) [101] uses a region-coherence scheme across CPUs and
GPUs to reduce the overhead of providing coherence in integrated CPU-GPU systems. (Regions in
HSC are different from regions in DeNovo; a region in HSC simply groups multiple cache blocks to a
coarse-grained entry in a region directory.) While HSC reduces the coherence bandwidth required for
GPU memory accesses with a MOESI-like region coherence protocol, it does not address existing issues
of the protocol such as complexity and invalidation overheads.
Ongoing work in the DeNovo project is exploring how the advantages of DeNovo can be exploited
in a CPU-GPU system; e.g., [74].
5.4 Software-Based Coherence
The DeNovo project reassesses earlier work on software-based coherence [34, 36, 35, 33, 4] in light of
recent hardware technology and programming practices. Software-based coherence inserts invalidation
instructions in a program based on compiler analysis regarding which cached copies turn stale and
when. Analyses comparing software-hardware coherence [33, 4] also motivated the design of DeNovo
by asserting the efficiency of software-directed invalidations. The above work showed that there is no
clear winner since their performance varies with different sharing behavior; hardware coherence suffers
from large invalidation overheads, especially with false sharing, while it outperforms software coherence
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when many writes are conditional (unpredictable at compile time). Software coherence may incur less
coherence traffic but can generate extra read misses from conservative invalidations. Various mecha-
nisms [34, 36, 35] have been proposed to improve software-based coherence by adding a directory to
track sharing patterns only, using versions to determine whether data is stale, or performing invalida-
tions only when accessed. DeNovo is different from previous approaches in that it focuses on simplifying
“hardware” coherence by adopting software coherence techniques. Instead of relying on compilers, De-
Novo leverages recent disciplined programming models to obtain precise information on shared accesses.
Since it is a hardware protocol, hardware coherence states help DeNovo to reduce conservative invalida-
tions (e.g., Registered state to identify up-to-date copies and never invalidate them), which could have
not been avoided in software-only coherence.
5.5 Distributed Shared-Memory
Research in distributed shared-memory (DSM) has proposed a variety of techniques to provide an
illusion of a coherent global address space for distributed memory systems. Without hardware sup-
port, DSM provides coarse-grained coherence using virtual memory, runtime system, and compiler
support [69, 18, 60]. In order to hide high memory access overheads in distributed systems, software-
based coherence for DSM focuses on exploiting relaxed consistency models. DeNovo is closely related
to these approaches in that it also relies heavily on software information about memory accesses and
well-defined synchronization points for coherence enforcement. A key difference between DeNovo and
the DSM is that the latter is designed for distributed clusters, keeping coherence and communication at
a coarse-grained page granularity and storing information about modified data in software data struc-
tures in the user space. DeNovo focuses on providing a fine-grained hardware coherence solution on
tightly-coupled multicores.
A key focus of DSM models involves saving invalidation traffic by postponing the propagation of
modified data until an acquire point. Lazy Release Consistency (LRC) [69] maintains the consistency of
all shared data at every lock transfer. Entry Consistency (EC) [18] attempts to reduce traffic by requiring
programmers to bind every shared object with a lock and transferring only the bound data objects on a
lock transfer. Hardware signatures in DeNovoND, as described in Chapter 3, combine update tracking
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mechanisms from LRC and EC. Signatures require the identification of atomic regions with atomic
effects and track only such atomic data (as in EC), but the actual tracking is performed per-core, not
per-lock (as in LRC). From a programming perspective, DeNovoND is more general than EC because it
does not require the binding of data with a lock throughout the duration of the program. Instead, this
binding is required only for a given phase and only for data that needs to be accessed in critical sections.
In addition, DeNovoND does not require updated data to be directly communicated with lock transfer
since ownership states are maintained through registration. Scope Consistency (ScC) [60] attempts to
relax the strict and explicit bindings between data and lock in EC; instead, it uses the “consistency
scope” to implicitly associate data and the acquire/release pair that protects the data. DeNovo is similar
in that it also assumes a software guarantee for data-race freedom and the association of atomic regions
and sections. However, it does not distinguish between non-shared and shared (atomic) data within
critical sections, and has high update tracking overheads for all shared and non-shared modifications in
a scope.
In addition to the above differences between DeNovo and the DSM models in handling data accesses,
DeNovo can efficiently support arbitrary synchronizations with the DeNovoSync hardware, while the
DSM protocols assume software implementations for locks and barriers only.
5.6 Other Related Work
Many ideas and design components in DeNovo are inspired by and adapted from previous research
in related areas. For hardware signatures in DeNovo, we leverage much prior work on Bloom filters
that has recently been widely used for access tracking [125, 31, 112]. Typical prior usage, however,
uses filters in the range of 1K to 2K bits. DeNovoND achieves competitive performance with 256 bits
with commensurately lower space and computation overheads because its key domain is limited to
atomic addresses. The distributed queue-based lock mechanism for DeNovoND described in Chapter 3
is designed based on the Queue-On-Sync-Bit (QOSB) lock [48]. The DeNovoND lock implementation
is different from QOSB in that it reuses LLC data banks to store queue entries, eliminating additional
storage overheads for shadow lines in QOSB.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis proposes a novel shared-memory hardware that provides complexity-, performance-, and
power-efficient coherence and consistency support with a software-hardware co-design approach. The
benefits of the DeNovo system are as follows:
• Complexity: DeNovo eliminates subtle races and numerous transient states (major sources of
complexity) in coherence protocols by exploiting the data-race-freedom guarantee from software.
The resulting DeNovo protocol with exactly three stable states (Invalid, Valid, and Registered)
is much easier to verify than a conventional hardware MESI protocol. Extending the baseline
DeNovoD to DeNovoND and DeNovoSync to support a broader class of applications did not
introduce any additional states to the protocol, incurring minimal hardware overheads.
• Performance: The DeNovo systems have consistently shown comparable or better performance
than the state-of-the-art MESI protocol. The performance results attest that DeNovoD and
DeNovoND self-invalidations for data accesses based on static regions and signatures effectively
represent dynamic updates without being overly conservative. With flexible communication and
direct cache-to-cache transfer, DeNovoD for deterministic codes achieves up to 79% better memory
stall time than MESI. DeNovoSync provides insightful analysis on how different synchronization
mechanisms will perform on DeNovoSync and MESI. DeNovoSync outperforms MESI for most of
the synchronization mechanisms studied, with lower linearization (ordering) cost from the lack of
invalidation overheads.
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• Energy Efficiency: DeNovo replaces writer-initiated invalidations with local self-invalidations
for potentially stale data. For more precise self-invalidations, DeNovo uses software knowledge
about which memory regions will be read or written. The self-invalidation scheme enables DeNovo
to eliminate sharer’s lists in directories and invalidation and acknowledgment message traffic,
which are major sources of energy inefficiency. Performance benefits driven by fewer misses from
the lack of false sharing and the flexible communication optimization can be also translated into
lower energy consumption for DeNovo. In addition, per-word coherence granularity helps reduce
network traffic by allowing only valid words in a cache line to be supplied on misses. Adding
support for non-deterministic data accesses and synchronization accesses on DeNovo efficiently
keeps the network traffic overheads from signatures and synchronization races minimal. As a
result, all the DeNovo systems show significantly reduced traffic compared to MESI (36% for
DeNovoD, 33% for DeNovoND, and 50% for DeNovoSync, on average), which can be translated
directly into energy savings.
• Comprehensiveness: The key insight in the thesis is “separating concerns” for different classes
of memory accesses. The thesis showed how the DeNovo system evolved from focusing on support-
ing disciplined data accesses with software-provided metadata to providing an efficient hardware
solution for synchronization accesses. Finally, by merging the DeNovo systems presented in the
thesis, we seek a comprehensive coherence solution for software with all levels of discipline (de-
scribed in detail as future work in Section 6.2.2).
Overall, this thesis showed the strong potential for a holistic co-design of shared-memory software
and hardware. Exploiting desirable software properties allowed the elimination of unscalable overheads
from coherence protocol design. The resulting protocol is not only simpler but also provides comparable
or better performance and network traffic than the state of the art. Such complexity and performance
advantages could be maintained throughout multiple extensions of the system by strategically broad-
ening the target software classes.
6.2 Open Questions and Future Directions
Some important open questions and future directions are as follows:
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6.2.1 DeNovo Compiler Framework
As a software-driven system, DeNovo relies heavily on software information being conveyed to the
hardware for its design. For the DeNovo systems discussed in the thesis, we manually identify such
information (e.g., region and effects) and annotate codes with low-level simulator-specific instructions
to pass it to the simulator. Since we manipulated the simulator directly, a compiler interface was not
required. For DeNovo to be a realistic solution, however, it needs full compiler support that defines
how the software information is identified and represented in codes and then translated into hardware
instructions.
First, a DeNovo compiler framework must translate programmer-provided annotations into special
DeNovo ISA instructions. Programmer interfaces can be added in the form of library calls or keywords;
modern languages already provide a way to distinguish between data and synchronization accesses in
source codes. The DeNovo compiler then passes such information to the hardware using the DeNovo
ISA, and the hardware will in turn take corresponding coherence actions. For example, DeNovo needs
instructions to define regions, issue self-invalidations, and distinguish between data and non-data (syn-
chronization) accesses. Chapter 2 describes at a high level how these instructions will be defined and
implemented.
Second, the DeNovo compiler may implement analysis engines that automatically infer useful soft-
ware information such as region information and data/non-data access distinction. Providing automated
tools for extracting software information will significantly relieve the burden of manually annotating
codes on programmers, and help DeNovo to be more readily adopted. However, automated tools pose
a potential performance risk because they are more conservative and produce less optimal results than
manual annotations.
For DeNovo, a region inference engine must identify which memory locations a phase or a critical
section reads or writes. While DeNovo can always correctly run applications by making conservative
assumptions about what to invalidate, it may not be able to offer comparable or better memory stall
time and network traffic compared to MESI if valid data is conservatively included in a writeable region
and unnecessarily invalidated. Research on improving the efficiency and precision of program analysis
and inference has a long history [39, 98]. Recent research has shown that a combination of static analysis
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and runtime mechanism is more efficient in capturing dynamic memory behaviors than static analysis
relying solely on source codes (or binary) [62, 106, 111].
Third, when source codes are not available to be augmented with DeNovo annotations, there needs
to be a way to determine when and what to invalidate only from binaries. DeNovo must deal with the
following three cases. (1) Distinguishing between data and synchronization accesses in binaries could be
done by checking the types of memory instructions. Many architectures (e.g., ARM, Itanium) require
atomic instructions to be used for proper synchronization ordering. In this case, self-invalidation instruc-
tions can simply be inserted after atomic instructions for the coherence of data accesses. Regarding what
to invalidate, various binary analysis and runtime techniques can be used to identify DeNovo regions,
but we can always provide coherence by being conservative and invalidating all non-registered copies.
Therefore, DeNovo as of now, can fully support binaries for these architectures. (2) Some architectures
(e.g., PowerPC, Alpha) with relaxed memory models require fence instructions to enforce memory ac-
cess ordering. We can take fence instructions as synchronization markers, and perform self-invalidations
and wait for pending registrations around them for data accesses. For synchronization accesses, dis-
tinguishing synchronization read requests from data read requests is more difficult than in the first
case because synchronization read requests may not accompany fences. Based on the observation that
shared-memory synchronization is always built with both reads and writes to a shared location, we
can analyze binaries to identify synchronization write accesses first (using fences) and synchronization
variables from them, and then search for read accesses to the same variables. (3) If fences or atomic in-
structions are not required for either synchronization reads or writes due to a stricter hardware memory
model (e.g., x86), we can either conservatively invalidate on every read (treating all memory accesses as
data) or request registration on every read (treating all memory accesses as synchronization). This will
entail a significant performance penalty from virtually bypassing private caches in many cases, but the
registration mechanism in DeNovo still allows cores to reuse cached Registered copies in a single-reader
case, which is very common. One of the important open questions for DeNovo is how we can lower our
base software assumptions and support legacy binaries without compromising performance.
It is an important future work for DeNovo to explore existing static/runtime techniques for program
analysis and build an efficient analysis framework for region inference and data/non-data distinction for
DeNovo.
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6.2.2 DeNovoAll as a Complete Coherence Solution
As described in the introduction, each DeNovo system in the previous chapters focuses on a subclass
of memory accesses for optimal design and performance. Merging them into one system with complete
coherence support will be the final goal of the DeNovo project.
Such a system (tentatively DeNovoAll) aims to provide a comprehensive and adaptive coherence
solution for any shared-memory programs with one assumption – the data-race-free memory model.
Since it is common for software to be assembled from separately written and compiled components,
DeNovoAll will allow programs to have “mixed disciplines” and adaptively provide optimal coherence
solutions for different parts.
For data accesses, DeNovoAll can switch between three different coherence mechanisms depending
on the level of discipline: (1) region-based invalidations, as proposed in Chapter 2 for disciplined data
accesses whose access patterns can be statically identified and conveyed in the form of regions to the
hardware, (2) signature-based invalidations, as proposed in Chapter 3 for data accesses with more dy-
namic and unpredictable access patterns, and (3) non-selective (flush-all) invalidations for undisciplined
data accesses without any software- or hardware-provided information. All the above mechanisms in-
validate potentially stale read-only data and never flush up-to-date registered data. For synchronization
accesses, we can reuse the DeNovoSync protocol, as proposed in Chapter 4, assuming the distinction
between data and synchronization accesses.
Preliminary evaluation results reinforce the effectiveness of the coherence schemes described in Chap-
ters 2 and 3. A set of benchmarks from SPLASH-2 and PARSEC that we evaluated performed con-
sistently better when region-based invalidations were enabled than when no software information was
provided and non-selective invalidations were used. In addition, certain benchmarks (e.g., fluidanimate)
perform even better when they can switch between region-based and signature-based invalidations in
different code sections than when they can only use region-based invalidations, because they can benefit
from more selective and precise invalidations for irregular accesses. Fully implementing and evaluating
DeNovoAll with a variety of software including operating system kernels will be an important future
work.
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6.2.3 DeNovoSync as Synchronization Support for Related Systems
As described in Chapter 5, most of the closely related work without writer-initiated invalidations assumes
that data and non-data (synchronization) accesses are distinguished and provides different solutions for
these two classes. These systems tend to focus on eliminating writer-initiated invalidations for data
accesses using safety properties such as data-race freedom and compile-time knowledge about memory
access patterns. For synchronization accesses, many assume specialized implementation for high-level
synchronization mechanisms or non-cacheable synchronization variables. This approach could require
extra software effort, limit the types of synchronizations supported, or a incur performance penalty
from bypassing caches. To our knowledge, no previous writer-invalidation-free system has supported
arbitrary synchronization with cacheable synchronization variables. We expect that the ideas underlying
DeNovoSync for synchronization can be integrated into other writer-invalidation-free systems to improve
the efficiency and generality of their supported synchronization mechanisms. A promising candidate
is CPU-GPGPU heterogeneous systems, where kernels on GPUs are expected to be data-race-free
between GPUs. Only atomic instructions are allowed within a kernel for communication, and they are
often implemented with special hardware that bypasses private caches. Adapting DeNovoSync support
for synchronization accesses to such heterogeneous systems to improve atomic instructions would be an
interesting future work.
6.2.4 Protocol-Aware Algorithm Design
During the performance evaluation for the DeNovo system, we observed that the efficiency of coherence
protocols can be determined by the programmer’s decisions on how to coordinate shared-memory ac-
cesses. More importantly, we found that many parallel algorithms are written and optimized assuming
the writer-initiated invalidation coherence protocol. Such algorithms tend to have many shared reads for
which it is difficult to know exactly the last write seen by them at compile time. For example, DeNovoND
suffers from extra invalidations for shared data that is written once and read-only afterwards within
critical sections (Section 3.7.3). DeNovoSync also incurs unnecessary read misses for repeated equality
checks in non-blocking algorithms (Section 4.5.1). As discussed in previous sections, such reads are not
an essential part of the algorithms, and software can be easily modified to reduce their number and
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improve its performance on the DeNovo system (and on MESI). It would be an interesting future work
to explore in detail how common programming practices may affect system performance with different
coherence protocols and how software can be designed in a more protocol-aware or protocol-neutral
fashion for more performance consistency.
6.2.5 Support for Commercial Workloads
The DeNovo protocol has been evaluated extensively with scientific and engineering workloads that
exploit data and task parallelism found in the algorithms, e.g., numerical/financial simulation, image
processing, graph analysis, and others. While this class of applications comprises a large portion of
shared-memory software in the market, there are more “commercial” workloads such as databases, Web
servers, and others. Previous research [89, 15] has shown that these commercial workloads show signifi-
cantly different characteristics from numerical workloads in terms of execution and cache performance.
Frequent I/O and user interactions lead to more OS activity in commercial workloads. Unless the OS is
written in a disciplined way (providing metadata) to leverage DeNovo features, the DeNovo system may
have to resort to conservative coherence solutions for undisciplined OS codes. User interface codes in
these workloads also show very dynamic, event-driven behaviors, which makes it hard to obtain precise
region information. This may degrade overall performance for commercial workloads (but not correct-
ness). In contrast, commercial workloads often use independent threads with minimal synchronization
and large private working sets. Such access patterns require minimal coherence and consistency sup-
port. DeNovo can provide comparable performance and network traffic for such workloads compared
to conventional hardware protocols, which tend to over-provision their design for arbitrary sharing. In
summary, we project that commercial workloads have both advantageous and disadvantageous perfor-
mance factors for DeNovo. Exploring and evaluating realistic commercial workloads on DeNovo is an
important part of our future work.
6.2.6 Modeling Energy Efficiency
In the thesis, we indirectly measured the energy efficiency of DeNovo and MESI protocols with coher-
ence network traffic, miss rates, and execution time. Measuring and comparing energy efficiency more
precisely using a dedicated energy model is an important future work. While we project that energy
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modeling will produce results consistent with our current evaluation, it will enable us to more systemat-
ically understand how DeNovo affects overall energy efficiency. The attempt at energy modeling in [74]
shows that it could be successfully applied to a DeNovo system.
6.2.7 Evaluating the Impact of Context Switches
In Sections 2.5 and 3.4.3, we discussed support for context switches on DeNovoD/DeNovoND and its
potential performance impact. We project that the existence of context switches will not cancel out
DeNovo’s performance advantages over MESI for the reasons we described in these sections. However,
we wish to more thoroughly investigate how context switches may potentially impact performance for
DeNovo, especially in terms of cache interference. Evaluating the mechanisms described in the thesis
to support context switches and mitigate their overheads will provide a more comprehensive evaluation
of the DeNovo system.
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